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I INT.I.G.ATED PEZT CF u,s,uiTc:z IN REGION VIII

r-
II 3ACKGRCUND

The main objectives of integrated pest management (IA) include the
use of cost effective control metnods tl:at are tre most
appropriate with respect to environmental and human health risks.
Implementation of IPM principles through state systems should reauce
the over use and misuse of pesticides for mosquito control. The
states in Region VIII contain a full range of organization from the
highly integrated state system in Utah to isolated, sporadic,
community programs. Twenty-seven mosquito pest species live in the
region.

III EPA ROLE/ACTION

An analysis, of mosquito control operations at the state and at the
control district level was started during the summer of 1978 to
determine the role the EPA could play in the IPM of mosquitoes.
Mature organized districts are practical models of IPM principles.
This includes the safe and effective use of pesticides. Other
communities must find ways to emulate these districts without the
benefit of comparable funding and staffing. Specifically:

1. The time and cost of'obtaining and using management
information (accurate, unbiased, information) needed
for communities to develop an optimum IPM program
must be reduced if urban IPM is to replace routine
adulticiding operations of questionable effectiveness
that are consistent with current product labeling.

2. Further development of present state systems is needed
to integrate educational (university and extension),
regulatory (public health and agriculture), and local
control operations, especially in the training of
summer employees and in the supervision of programs
in small communities.

The functional format of a project Manual was selected to integrate
a wealth of inforMation and, expertise in each state. A mosquito
control project manual was completed for teenagers in 4-H and Scouts
and rs a supplement to high school and college course work. These
people and their sponsors can assist communities in developing the

information required for mosquito control operations and for
effective public education. The projects are preoared from an
educati:nal point of view; however, wren taken toc'ethPr, they are
the Jas is of an Inte7rateu pest raana.,enent pro,7ram for mosr.uito
control. The projects can oe used as job, as well as classroom,
assignments. This re7ort contains the corrected text for the -in,;a1
.atter being submitted to twenty-five reviewers.

June 1980 .-iichIrd AO Hart
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The Projects

The first projects are detailed and specific. They are to get you

going with a minimum of lost motion. After learning about mosquitoes

and your community or study site, tne projects emphasize decision

making. These projects list the important factors to consider and then

give examples. You can do an example or design your own project.

Designing your own projects is important. In this way you will be

adapting mosquitd control options to the specific conditions in your

unique community. You will also be learning how to recognize what is a

problem and what is not. Actions recommended should relieve a problem

without creating another. This requires careful observation of all

relevant factors: mosquitoes, breeding sites, people, and human

activities.

The projects are first presented without regard for the variation

between samples. When the need for repetitive measurements arises (as

the basis for predictions and descriptions with a known degree of

reliability), Part II/ has projects to demonstrate simple statistical

methods. These methods can than be used in any of the measuring,

sampling, collecting projects. With an appreciation of variance, a
1

product of the-random creative-destructive force, you are ready to

,assist in the scientific management of pest mosquitoes. It may even

improve your grades on true false and multiple choice tests.

Modify and add to the projects in this'manual as your work

progresses. At the community level, your work will turn it into a

management manual for the specific species, breedihg sites and pest

problems in your community. The single page format was selected for
.--

. ease in adding pages and in duplicating pages for group assignments.

As the projects are primarily concerned with the methods used to

obtain needed facts for mosquito control in a community (breeaang sites,

pe:t s,ecies, and control options), tney are usable by any community.,

The taxonomic and other specific examples based on the states in Region

1111 can ce used as models for additional projects in other states.

iak,JUG2 1.1,4t:LAii.IER: brand ana company names are used for improved

readability. Any equivalent item will do as well.

r

s
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Mosquito Control Projects _

Fart I. Getting Organized Projects

Individual projects are primarily educational or recreational,

however, in conjunction with a control program or taken collectively

they also make a contribution toward reducing the number of nuisance and

disease carrying mosquitoes. It is therefore important to know where

your project fits into the needs of the entire community,in which you
live.

Part II. Control Projects

The core activities in mosquito management are map making, breeding

site location and plotting, and the collection and identification of

flying mosquitoes. Then comes the wrangle over what is the real

problem, to what extent control measures are needed, of what kinds, and

how to distribute the cost among those who benefit from the control

program. There are outdoor projects and projects that require polling,

writing, speaking and mediating.

Part III. Research Projects

Research projects can help develop better control methods for
local conditions. The emphasis is on sampling mosquito populations in
such a way that meaningful descriptions and predictions can be made of
the effects of control methods. Good records become a research project
in themselves over the years.
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MOS-,UITC CCNTRCL PROJECTS
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Part I. Projects on Getting Organized

There are a number 3f people interested in mosquitoes and in

/ helping others:learn about them. These people work together. They can

also use the nelp of keen observers wao give tnoughtful consideration to

their obserVati3ns. Depending upon where you live and the number of
mosquitoes, you will be able to find from one to several people in the

following projects. You can work alone, but your control or research
projects will have greater value if you work with others and share your
results.

'A. Know 'our mosquito district manager.

If yOur'Community has an organized mosquito control district, there
will be a manager interested in all the good help available. If you are
a high school student or older, there may even be a part-time or summer
job available plus training for the work. If there is no organized
control district, there still may be a person working with the city or
county who is responsible for keeping account of mosquitoes and taking
steps to reduce their numbers.

/3. Know your environmental teachers and leaders.

Is' all communities there are biology teachers who assign projects
to individual students or to the entire class. You may need a project
for a Science Fair. Outside the school are a variety of clubs and
organizations interested in making the community a better place to live.
They need worthwhile projects that can be done throughout the year.
Depending upon your age, you may be a member of one ranging from 4-H and
Scouts to senior citizen.

C. Know your State and Federal mosquito control agencies.

Your state and federal mosquito control agencies not only provide
many services but also can use your help. They need to know the
population size and t)-.0, species of mosquitoes where you live. You may
be able to operate a sampling station for them including a light trap.
This information is used to predict disease outbreaks and to complete
state species lists of mosquitoes. You can still be the first to
collect a new species in your county.

D. Know our TO fessional mosauito control associations.

The American Mosquito Control Association, has published several
helpful books' and manuals. Its members and those of state'mosquito
asJoci,Li,:na are also good sources of information and nelp.

I
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Part I. Projects on ',letting Organized

Table of Coctents
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1. Axtell, Richard C., North Carolina State University. Principles of
integrated pest management (IPM) in relation to mosquito'control.
Mosquito News 39(4):709-718.

2. Olson, J. K., Texas A & M University. Application of the concept of
integrated pest management (IPM) to mosquito control programs.
Mosquito News 39(4):718-723.

3. Steelman, C. Dayton, Louisiana State University. Economic
thresholds in mosquito IPM programs. Mosquito News 39(4):724-729.

4. Womeldorf, Don J., California Department of Health Services.
Funding for integrated pest management in mosquito control.
Mosquito News 39(4):729-731.

5. Johnson, Edwin L., Environmental Protection Agency. Pesticide
regulation, pest management and mosquito control. Mosquito-News
39(4):731-736.

Thntrol arid 177E
as-as:,-ent of nre:::ent and altern--ive tnere-crt
r,ne .etitn cn .r;z1e71:: of _e.t
..nvirr.n:nental ,.'card, 0,dncii. -tlonal

C-scific references are listed t:-.at oil_ not be
or were tne basi6 of writinc a -rosect. in -ener.d1, tne i.nst tr
edr' 1171;o9 of leqs w111 con.: dt 1:act 'no

'Dt.ler current references on mosquitoes.

ti
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Project I-,-,. Know Your Local Mosquito District Manager and .3ervices

Cne or more cf the following offices is interested in mosquitoes in
your community. Contact each to find their part in mosquito control.

1. From the telephone book and necessary calls fill in the following:

Nosquito district manager
name

phone number nave and address of organized district

2. '2,om phone calls, office visits, or letters fill in the following: _91

a. City or County Health Department or District Sanitarian

Entomologist or manager
name

phone number address

b. County Extension Agent
name

phone number address

c. ;,gricultural Stabilization and Ccnservation Service (A3CS)

Pelson in charge of aerial photos
name

phone number I-Address

3. Appointment dates: a.

b.
for visit to mosquito control office

for field trip
c._

for manager to come to class or club meeting

4. From your notes prepare a report on one of the following.

a. Services provided to the public by the office in charge of
mosquito control.

b. Field trip report on mosquito breeding sjtes and control.
c. VrIat people can do to reduce the number of pest mosquitoes.
d. Newspaper report on one of the above apoint7lents.

1ro,-,ects co:pleted:

project or report title

(jined)

date maner, t ach-r, leader, parent
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Prolect
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1.

2.

3.

I-Z. i,now Your Local

Every community has aoumber
environmentg sciences.
project can also nelp

Eiology, Science or FFA

Environmental Teachers and Leaders

of people trained in basic biology: and
These people can help you with a project.

the community. Find the following:

Teacher
name

office number laboratory room

phone number

4-H Leader

school address

name

phone number

Scout Lea'er

club address

name

phone number troop address

4, Community and Service Clubs interested in environmental improvement

a.

b.

c.

d.

Club Person Contacted Phone Number

5. Projects and merit badges related to mosquito management

Title

a. MappiLg

b. Entomology

c. Nature Sttdy

d. Orienteering

e.

f.

,FFA, 4-H, Scouts, Class, Club

6. i-reziare a re!ort for class, club or news on tl-le intere_t con-unity
teacners and leasers nave in mosquito control.

.

Pro:ec:3 ccm'_,,tel:

proPct or resort title

-Ad)

date manger, tacner, lcader, parent

IA
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i'roject I-C.. i,how Your state and Federal :.os 'to Control Agencies

1. Your city, county, or school library will contain information useful
it planning mGsquito projects as well as addresses for state
offices. :repave a snort statement (less than 100 woras) on your
interest in mosquito management. Include this statement in your
letters for special information when writing the following agencies.

Request control information leaflets or booklets, the name of the
parson in charge of mosquito management, and inquire if a survey
station is needed in your com_ nity to monitor peat species from:

a. State Health Department

Entomologist

phone number address

b. State Extension Service
Entomologist

phone number address

3. Request information on current research work in your community and
the availability of a list and an identification key to the species
of mosquitoes in your state from: Also see Figure 1)

Entomology Department

Entomologist

phone :umbel your state university address

4. Request an index to topographic maps for your state and a copy of
"What is a Topographic Map?" from:

Branch of Distribution, US Geol,gical Survey, P. O. Box 25286,
Federal Center, Denver, CO 80225

5. If your county ASCS office does not have complete inforMation on
aerial photos, request "How Aerial Photos Can Help You" from:

Aerial Photography Field Office, USDA, ASCS, P. O. Box 30010,
2222 West 2300 South, Salt Lake City, UT 84125

6. Request a copy of "Mosquitoes of Public Health Importance and Their
Control" froi: (homestudy and other courses are also available)

USHEW, PHS, Center for Disease Control, Atlanta, GA 30333

7. .1,cquest infcrmati,)n on the safe and effective use of pesticides and
on inte7rated pest mana:;ement(from:

.L.nvir6n=tal :rotction daofliton, -C

Projects completed:

;r:]e-;t or re7ort titi

(oi ned)



STATE MOSQUITO MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Within each state, a self-supported system exists composed of a central

agency with pr ,onnel interested in mosquito control and the control dis-

trict managers. These two groups are bound together by training sessions,

periodic meetings, and annual reports. This is the functional core of a

state system. it requires an annual training program for control and

management personnel as a significant portion of these people are new

each year.

The core interacts with two other subsystems. The central agency is

supported by several state agencies which generally includes a University.

This subsystem is typically the repository of technical expertise and the

source of new control methods.

The third subsystem is composed of the mosquito control district (MCD)

manager, supervisor or board, employees, the public, and the interactions

between. The public is composed of mosquito br?eders and mosquito feeders.

Often the mosquitoes are being raised by the very person concerned about

their presence.

STATE
AGENCIES

Agriculture
Extesion
He;:ilth

University

--4

t---

I
CEtTRAd
AGENCY

PERIODIC MEETINGS,
OPERATIONS AND

MANAGEMENT REPORTS

<-----
THE PUBLIC

SupervisorM.C.D.
MANAGER or Board.

M.C.D.

TRAINING AND EMPLOYEES

SUPPORT SERVICES

In general, the three subsystems do not respond to the same goals or

with the same timeliness. The uninformed mosquito ridden public is inter-

ested in nuisance control today. It is much less interested in measures

that require long .lead times characteristic of methods championed by inte-

.grated pest management principles. Application of these, principles is more

closely related to the interest of state agencies in predicting and pre-

venting vectored disease outbreaks and abnormal pest populations. This

places the MCD manager at the center of opposing forces'unless long term

IPM methods such as water management and source reducti/on can be d,2mon-

strated to the public to have a cost advantage in the 'long run. This

require; local research (pilot) f:cmonstratioc-s and a convincing public

2d,c3tion program.

Fis.ure 1. state IntesTated :osquito Management System

14 U1-
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:roect 1-D. now Your .rofession-1 ::osquito Control ssociations

;Icsquito control work requires the cooperative efforts of a wide
range of occupations and interested persons. Along with people
interested in biolo;y, ecology, public health, and engineering are those
interested in teacning, public education, government and the new field
of environmental mediation (how to solve one proolem without creating
several otners). These people ;et togetner in .state, regional and
national associations in an effort to help one anotner in controlling
mosquitoes (Table 1).

The national (and world wide) association is the American t..osquito
Control ASsociation, 5545 E. Shields Ave., Fresno, CA 93727, phone
(209) 292-5329. It has recently published two booklets for schools and
public education:

a. "Mosquitoes and Their Control in the United States", a 10 page
color brochure, $1.00 per single copy.

b. "Mosquito Control Begins at Home", a 10 page cartoon coloring
booklet for primary scho'l to service clubs, 500 per single copy.

The series of Bulletins for the serious student and mosquito manager
includes the following:

,1, 1980, The Use of Aircraft in the Control of Mosquitoes, $10.00

-4, 1961, organization for Mosquito Control, $2.00

75, 1970, Manual for Mosquito Rearing and Experimental Techniques, 13.50

1980, Key to the iosquitoes of North America North of Mexico,
Supplement No. 1 to :.osquito Systematics, S

Membership is 320 (student 510). Members receive a newsletter and
the quarterly journal of readable scientific and technical articles,
:losluito News. It is filled with ideas for projects including a
reference section on articles published throughout the world (Table 2).

1. Locate your state or regional association

association name

person contacted phone address

l 2. Find the ANCA member in or nearest your community
phone

name address

:re,are a retort for class, club, or news on the services alvdllble
from rrofe:-.3'on,=-1 a.7.3ccinti-ns thit will be of '-..e'n :r. :-c-:r 7-rcct.

o:ecta c,m.pleted:

(Cip-ned)

:,ro ect r re-ort tltle Lite i m:r.-Iger, t-:,ac.,,r, 1,a .,:r, ;arent
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Table 1. State and Regional Mosquito associations in LIDA I:egion VIII

1. Montana 11ontana :'losquito 4 Vector Control Association

renneth L. ,Ilickenden.-
Vector Control Special it
Dept. of Health a Environmental Sciences
Helena, nT 59601
(406) 449-2408 .

2. north Dakota Mosquito Survey Committee

Kenneth Tardif, Chief
Division of Environmental Sanitation & Food Protection
North Dakota State Department of Health
1200 Missouri Ave-
Bismarck, ND 58505
(701) 224-2382

3. Utah Utah Mosquito Abatement Association

Steven V. Romney, Secretary-Treasurer
Manager, Uintah County MAD
P. 0. Box 983
Vernal, Utah 84078
(801) 789-4105

4. Colorado West Central Mosquito and Vector Control Association
South Dakota

ed Davis, Jr.Wyoming
Entomologist
Colorado Department of Health
4210 East 11th Ave
Denver, GO 80220
(303) 320-8333

Ben H. Kantack
Extension Entomologist
Cooperative Extension Service
Entomology Department
South Dakota State University
Brookings, SD 57007
(605) 688-6176

Everett W. Spackman
Extension Entomologist
Cooperative Extension Service
Plant Science Division
University of Wycming
F. C. =._:c 3354

Laramie, WY 82071
(307) 766-4261
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Table 2. Index Terms Used in the "Literature References to flosquitoes
and :.osquitc-Borne Diseases", Nosquito News.'

Control Cperations:

Applied Research:

Basic Research:

Vectors of:

/

Mixed Research}

References:

Fumigants
Adulticides, larvicides and ovicides
irowtn regulators
InteTrated pest management
ater management
::osquito control agency problems
Parasites, predators, viruses and related agents
Cost analysis
Equipment --.-,.

Attractants and repellents 4,:

Resistance and susceptibility
Pesticides and chemicals
Toxicology

Behavior, biology, and ecology
4

Genetics and genetic control
Anatomy, morphology, and physiology
Techniques--Tissue culture
Taxonomy
Distribution

Several diseases
Arboviruses and other vertebrate viruses- -

Encephalitis-- California & St. Lou::.s, Eastern &
Western Equine, Japanese, Venezuelan Equine

Dengue, Semlike Forest, Sindbis, West Nile
Yellow Fever, Rift Valley Fever

Filariasis--Dirofilaria
:%alaria--

Cerebral
Control and Eradication
Immunology, Narcotics
Parasites
Simian
Therapeutics and antimalarials--Resistance
Transfusion
Vectors

Experimental hosts or vectors
Allergic reactions
Light and other trap studies

,Literature references and reviews
21,,,;.rai,hy anci aistory

Sub sects not covered by other headin:s
1.-,c4lets and reports
-Looks

_rrata

The Index Terms are listed in the sequence'used to provide an insi,:ht
into the interrelatedness of control and research actiities as well

2rovi.ie useful starting pol:13 ir-, j,.: liorarj's card catalog.
e .3o_k3 ::. rint tJ discover b-, .... r.,;t in y,ur library on mosquizoe3.
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Part II. Projects on Control Operations and Skills

The community that has an overworked summer mosquito control crew
cr a number of residents who are most unhappy with the number of
mosquito bites being received is probably a community that did not do
its nomework before the "mosquito season". "Off season" mana_e-lent
aecisicns can prevent the production of more mosquitoes at less expense
tnan can attempts to kill them "in season". It is a big job.

The greatest success is when each person in the community now
what to do to prevent mosquitoes from breeding. Providing this
information effectively is a very big job.

It has been divided into a number of projects that can be done in
about any order. Some require a few hours and others several months.
Many can be done outside the "mosquito season" when schools are open.
Otheis can supplement current control efforts.

t
The projects are grouped into the four badic areas in which

information must be developed before the best decisions can be made in
selecting control options. The best options are those that produce the
greatest benefit and environmental improvement at the least cost in
money and in environmental damage. Each community must decide which
habitat modifications are to be considered improvements and which are to
be considered damaging to the environment. Without 2 careful study in
all four areas, it is often impossible to tell.

-_.

%. Know your control area has projects on the making of mars
and an attitude questionaire.

B. Know your mosquito projects include making collecting
equipment, identifying pest species, and estimating
their numbers. When attempts are made to kill biting
females, one project will help determine the
effectiveness of the application.

C. Know 'our mosquito breeding areas has larval sampling
projects for the breeding season. Egg sampling for
emy time of the year is in project III-B.2.

\
D. Know your management options contains projects that reduce

mosquitoes primarily by preventing their breeding. An informed
organized community program is the secret to low cost mosquito
reduction. This requires skill and patience in getting people
to work together, the art of government.
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Part II Projects on Control Operations and Skills
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II Know Your Control Area

Learning to know your control area is the practical and scientific
equivalent to tne sport of Crienteering. .anaging mosquitoes requires a
thorpuen knowleage of the land and of the water in which they breed.
he pest way to assemble this information is in the form of maps.

Many nelpful maps are available, nowever, the b.-?st ones are tnose
you make yourself for your own needs. A base map is a map upon which
you add special information. You'can buy or make your own base maps.
It is best to buy the base map that contains your entire control area.

t/7
It is best to ke your own base maps for control operations.

These are the map on which you will plot mosquito breeding sites and
other mana4,:emenr information such as the prevailing wind direction
during the mosquito season. In rough dry terrain, mosquitoes tend to
migrate along paths with high relative humidity. This can produce
horrendous populations at one spot and 50 feet away not a bite.

When Out checking your operations maps, learn to recognize the
types of vegetation associated with mosquito breeding and hiding places.
Also keep an eye on what effect man's activities in construction and
agriculture are having on producing or destroying mosquito breeding
habitats. Keep on the watch for mosquito predators in the air and in
the water. These observations will not only help in the, control of
mosquitoes_but can often be used in the design of research projects.

Each breeding site is suitable for a limitedsset of good research
studies. There are practical questions that must be answered to manage
tne site. The site may also be ideal for answering questions of a more
general, scientific nature. Answers to these questions may be useful to
the entire control area, for example, the location of Index or Reference
sites for monitoring mosquito populations in the community.

The weather more than any other factor determines the wide range
of mosquitoes in your community. In addition to the weather data from
reference sources for your community also learn the general air flow
patterns tnat carry mosquitoes into protected areas. +

2,
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rroject II-A.1 Making a Large Area Control Program Map

A program map helps to make people aware of the total problem.
They need to be aware of the relative size and location of three areas:

The protected area: that area in which a minimum of mosquitoes is
dezired and where breeding must be 'prevented.

The barrier zone: that area around the protected area in which
control operations must be carried out. It must be wide enough to
prevent mosquitoes from easily flying across (1 block to 1 mile wide).

The outlying area: that area around the barrier zone in which no
control operations are normally carried out.

1. Obtain a sectional topographic map for your area. The state index
to topographic maps lists libraries that keep reference files of
maps and dealers who sell maps in your state (Project ~S -C, #4).
Order the largest scale (most detail) map'for your area.' This will
usually be the 7.5 minute series with a scale of 1:24,000 on' which
1 inch represents 2000 feet.,. $1.25 each. It will provide an
excellent overview of your area showing drainage patterns, railroads
and main roads. The section numbers are also given that are helpful
in ordering ASCS aerial photos of agricultural and urban areas(Fig. 2).

2. Obtain large scale road maps that show your area plus one to five
miles around the barrier zone. Possible sources are the Highway
aepartment, real estate and abstract offices, City Hall, Court House,
Library, local newspaper office and regional planning offices.

3. To start your base Map, select the map that shows the required area
and has sufficient detail with which to identify property that may
fall on either side of lines marking the barrier zone.

4. Use an opaque projector as an aid in transferring detail to your
base map if the other map has a different scale.

5. Draw in what you think should be the protected area and the barrier
zcne. This is your proposed program map. Your protected area may
be your house lot, block, farm, city, or a part of or a whole county.

Projects completed:

Obtained Topo Index

Obtained sectional

Obtained road maps

Completed base map

Comrletel rromram nap

Prepared resort on map

(Signed)

date t.aacher, parent
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Figure 2. Portion of Eastlake Sectional
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Project II-A.2 Making .;mall area Operations Maps

Operations maps must have a scale large enough to permit sketching
in each mcsJuito breeding site. A convenient scale is 8 inches per Y2
mile. This 'scale places a quarter section of land on an S/2 x 11 inch
sheet with margins fcr notes and space for binding holes. Cities are
often laid out with 10 and 16 blocks per mile or 40 blocks per sheet.

1. From the topographic map (sectional) of your area (Project II-A.1,
#1) select the section numbers for aerial photos (Figure 3).

2 . Visit your County ASCS office to order 1Q" by 10" contact prints of_

clear film base positive transparencies, 33.00 each (Figure 4). The
photo index will show many overlaying photographs (Project I-C,
#5). Each photograph will cover from 8 to 30 sections.

3. Double check your aerial photo order. It takes up to 30 days for an
order to be printed. Any error delays your work a month and cost
you more money. Use the photo index identification codes for the
prints for faster service than that provided by the alternate means
of ordering given on the order form (Figure 5).

4. Project your positive transparency onto a wall with an overhead
projector. Find a pair of road intersections you know are a half
mile or a mile apart. Move the projector toward or away froth-the
wall until 8 inches equals h mile. Check this with more than one
pair of roads. Your projector is now calibrated for the production
of operations maps.

5. If you need to make more than one operations map, make up a code for
identifying them in a systematic manner. One system is to use
Township, Range, and Section numbers followed by A to D for the
quarter sections (T3N,R8W,S12A) or (3N8W12A). Number your
operations maps on the program map. Now you can make any operations
map needed without having 00/enlarge the entire transparency. Also
you can add operations maps in an orderly manner (Figure 6).

6. Prepare an operations map by projecting the desired area onto a
sheet of paper and tracing in,all roads and other landmarks that
will aid in sketching (in the field) the location of mosquito
breeding sites, the source of the water, and drainage routes.
Include ponds, sti.eams, and ditches. After visiting the site, again
project the area. You will now notice detail you missed before.
Make a few copies for plotting breeding sites (Project II-C.1).

Projects completed:

$
Crdered aerial photo

i-ro,:ec'.or calibrated

ccae selected

operat;.ons map compietA

.1.:,ort pret,ared on map

(Signed)

date manag,,r, teach-?r, leader, parent
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DEPAPTmENT OF FiATCLII-ToRT
Agricultural Stabilitation and Consrvation Srwtc

PRICES FOR AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC REPRODUCTIONS
Prices Effective April 1, 1578

The prices listed below are effective until further notice. The prices given are for items most generally reqvi ed. Ordering
instructions are shown on the back of the order form. Information regarding other available items will be fern:- ed upon receipt
of inquiry outlining needs.

TYPE AND
ppROxHAATIE

SIZE OF
REpROCLIC TIONS

BLACK I WHITE COLOR
-

AVAILABLE ONLY FOR NATIONAL FORIE-IT AREAS

PAPER
t/ FILM BASE

POSITIVE
TRNSP.

FROM COLOR NEGATIVE FROM C- Lon POSITIVE

FILM BASE
POSITIVE
TRANSP.

WHITE
OPAQUE

ISsE FILw.

I ILM BAS[
POSITIVE
TRNSP.

///////////4
1./ Photo Indexes

2 0" x 24" S 5.00 315.00

CDO
.

7.00
8.00

10.00

WE/if/if/tit
111 S 5.50

15.00

20.00

25.00

512.00ilitu
Prictes

rrilh
/ /// 1111h/Up Nu.

///al
1/ Contact Prints
11 10" z 10" 2.00

5.00
6.00

7.00

S 7.00

15.00
25.00
30.00

$12.00

20.00
30.00

35.00

Enlargements
12" a 12"
17" x 17"
24" x 24"
38" x 38" 15.00 17.00 40.00 iRequ st / i 45.00 50.00

if For screened transparencies, arid 51.50 per print. When ordering this product, specify "Screened Transparency ' on the order.

gj Only Diazo line indexes of some Forest Service photography are available -31.00.

3,j Contact prints are sot available as sectionals, or with scale accuracy.

4/ Cronopaque black...ad-white contact print 10" x 10" -33.00. (Only available on 10" x 10" size.)

Aerial photography is obtained at various scales, only one
or two of which are available of any given area. The

majority of photography held by APFO is at the scales
in heavy black type news..

SALE OF ORIGINAL PHOTO
OSTANCE ALONG

oNE SD[
OF SA4OTO

AVNLA&1 INFRACTIONAL
SC..LIE

CONTACT MINT
SCALES 1,1%/IN. 55w COLOR

1:15,840 1320 iol( . 2.25 miles z x

1:20,000 1667 2.84 miles x

1:24,000 2000 3.40 miles it x

1:31,680 2640 liX 4.50 miles x
1:38,000 3167 5.40 miles z

,1 :10,000 3333 5.68 miles n

1 :43,000 4000 6.81 miles z

1:58,001 4833 8.24 miles '
1:72,000 6000 10.22 miles z

1:80,000 1 6667 11.36 miles z

I 6 ).s..

1 kr
5 k

IS, 10

Remittance is required before prints will be made.
accepted for tax-supported agencies.

Enlargements from the aerial negative are mailable in the sizes
and at the approximate scal,s shown in the following table,
Scales requiring "sect i sal" enlargements ere made for approxi-
mately% of the negative. "Standard" sectional enlargements
are available at no extra cost.

SIZE

Apperoxs.4Te rzaTt NCH SCALE rnene
DIAMETER Ls,

ebit.AissEs.arirr 1:ISreAP
pHoToGRARHY

I=,000
POCr=PtAP4Y

1:40,000
1.110TOGIRAOW

12" x 12" 1.26X 1" =1050' 1"=1320' 1"=264 0'

12" z 12"
2.53X.
Sectional

1"=1320'
Sectional

17" x 17" I.66X 1" =790' 1" =1000' 1 " =2000'

17" x 17"
3.33X

Sectional
1"=1 000'
Sectional

24" x 24" 2.53X 1"=525' 1"=660 1"=1320'

24" x 24"
5.05X
Sectional

1"=.330'
cec:_tiona

1 " =660'
Sectional

38" x 38" 4.16X 1"=320' l'=400' 1"=800'

38" x 38"
8.33X
Sectional

1"=200'
Sectional

1"=400'
Sectional

"zite checx or money order payable to ASCS. Official purchase orders are

ADDRESS ORDERS FOR PHOTOGRAPHS TO:

Aerial Photography Field Office, ASCS-USDA
2222 West 2300 South, P.O. Box 30010, Salt Lake City, UT 84125

Telephone: (801) 524-5856 (Commercial) and 588.5856 (FTS)

Figure 4. Aerial Photographs Available from the ASCS
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Project II-A.3 Making an Attitude and Xosquito Bite Exposure purvey

A control area contains a variety of people with a wide an6e of
experience with mosquitoes. ..i.are people are not aware of tneir
existence. Ltilers call every small insect a mosquito. :he exposure to
mosquitoes anu tne human respohse must be determined. Two limiting
factors are the acceptance of -resent conditions and the cost of
cnan,:ing those conditions.

1. S,-:lect nomes and businesses in each of the three regions of the
proposed or present control area:

a. Protected area - minimum mosquito populations
b. Barrier zone - minimum to normal populations across A to 1 mile
c. Outlying area - normal mosquito populations

2. Prepare a questionaire including at least one question from each of
tne following four groups. Suggested statements are given including
a sample questionaire (Figure 7) and a weighting scale (Table 3) for
tabulating results. These statements can be used, but there may be
others that are.more appropriate for your community.

a. Exposure at home or business: Number of persons exposed
Hours each person expOsed
Activities interfere& with
Severity of exposure
Landing or biting rates

b. Human response: Physiological response
Activity limitation response

c. Acceptance of _present conditi,ns

Degree of acceptance
Method of acceptance: repellents, clothing, screening,

avoidance, limit time in area

d. Cost of change:

Price willing to pay for acceptable control per year
Method of payment: tax, assessment, part of business operation

3. Administer the questionaire (personal interviews are best).

4. Conclusions for the control area:

a. The community is, is not, in need of mosquito control.
b. Protected area and barrier zone boundaries, are, are not, fair.
c. More sampling is, is not, needed to confirm boundaries.

Projects completed:

w,uestic,naire designed

,olestionaire administered

(6i.:7ned)

o

report title date manaF,er, teacher, leader, parent



Mosquito Management Survey (Sample)
Human Attitudes and Exposure to Siting :.osquitoes

--;ampler

_;neck tne location of nousehold or business:

ProtecteG Area Barrier ,Lone

::umber

Outlying Area

Aecord the age and check the frequency of bites for each occupant:

23

Occupants and their ages
n. ri-equeziuy UL UlLeb pey c.l. Liour

period during mosquito season
Ages:

1 2 3 5 6 7

one

Less than half the time

About half the time

More than half the time

::very 24 hour period

B. Response to bites

one

Mild

Severe

C. Acceptance of present conditions

No change in activity

Avoids mosquitoes part of the

Avoids mosquitoes all of the

time

time .

t

i

i

D. If control measures are desired, circle the price willing to pay per
year for acceptable mosquito Control by:

Household, or S 5 10 15 20 25 50 75 100 125

Wet acre, or $.10 .30 .50 .70 1 2 3 4 5

All acres, or 5.01 .03 .05 .07 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50

Mill levy (mill) 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 1 2 3 4 5

For the preferred methods'of pay.lent, circle the rankings:

special district property tax 1 2
j.5

pro.erty tax 1 2 3

u;:re
1

:lousenold or ,)usines3 assessment 1 2 3

foJ.unteer work 1 2 3

tp-* -f f:rm or

T.J.ie back for descriptive co~ ents on livestock, pro ,erty vtl,es.
encer-1.1t13, act-vitis 77,,,su._::tc'es "-a-

Figure 7. 3,17.' le ,uestionaire for :anaement Information
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:sole 3. Weizntinj Scales for Observations and 3ubjective Responses

Number of
Options

,subjective
Wei;hts

nssessment

2 No or n.)ne 0 F

Yes or some 1 T

3 None, never 0

Some,,part of the time 1

All, all the time 2

5 None 0 F

Less than half the time 1 D

About half the time 2 C

More than half the time 3 3

All the time 4 A

1

7 None 0

Almost none 1

Less than half 2

About half 3

More than half 14

Almost all 5

All 6

9 None 0

Almost none 1

Much less than half 2

Less than half 3

About half 4 F

More than half 5

:luch more than half 6 C

Almost all 7 B

All 6 A
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II-6. :.now Your nosquitoes

:o mana,:e mosq.toes you must know the rest species. This unl.cks
information in tne reference literature for you. Here you will find
recorded the behavior of the = to rarely more than 7 species tnat carry
disease or make a nuisance of themselves in your community. Cf
importance is their biting behavior and tneir selection of hosts, egg
laying sites, and snelter for daytime and overwinter.

To know the pest species you must first collect them. A few can be
collected by placing a small killing vial over them. A lot more can be
ootained by a battery powered collector you can build. As a light trap
it will collect males if near their breeding site. Adults can also be
obtained by collecting the wigglers and tumblers (larvae and pupae) and
holding them in a cage until they become adults.

Learning to know your mosquitoes involves a series of steps:

1. Making collecting equipment for adult mosquitoes contains
directions for making collecting equipmet for a few or
for hundreds of specimens.

2. Sorting mosquitoes and identifying local pest species
gives directions for identifying mosquitoes by their
relative abundance. This method simplifies identification
of pest species as you learn to recognize at sight the
3 to 7 species that make up over 90% of any collection.

3. Making adult mosquito surveys contains a variety of
sampling metnods used to learn the abundance of mosquitoes
in a community. Some require no equipment other than
paper, pencil, and a watch.

After the first species and population surveys are
completed, check through the research designs in Part
III before selecting reference or index stations.
Proper sampling not only saves time and money but
produees valid comparisons of pest populations with
respect to time, place, and control measures.

References:

Nielsen, Lewis T. Sertember 1c7G. Nosquitoes, tfte michty killers.
=eo-,;raE-hic 17,60):42:-44().

-1 ;ontn , --ics:

, of Lo-io

, uestern Lrxe:salitis,

..:ontrl of e.le, ac 7.ti, ; a -eo.
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II-B. Know Your Mosquitoes
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eroject 11-3.1 :axing Collecting -,4uipment for Adult Mosquitoes

27

..itandardized equipment is sold for collecting adult mos .uitoes
(Tables 5). The results are comparable around the world. suitable
equipment can be made for most collecting pur-)oses at a savings. A wide
variety of devices have been used which means that none do a top notch
job for all species. The following projects on making your own _

eTaipment are for those species that land on or bite humans or other
Hosts from which you then collect the mosquitoes.

The battery powered unit collects landing mosquitoes before they
can inflict painful bites and keeps the sPecimens in good condition.
The parts cost between $3 and $5. 'kith the exception of the "grain-of-
wheat" bulb; a 200 milliamp, 3 volt motor (both from BioQuip Products);
and a 3 inch propeller, all parts are from common household items.
Directions are given for the lowest cost model (Figure 8 ) that
/performed satisfactorily during the summer of 1979.

The battery powered unit will also 'attract males if used near their
breeding site. Males do not fly very far. If you collect several males,
you know there is a breeding site within a few 100 feet.

The.two types of collectors are easy to build and to use in both
practical control work and in experiments. A set of three chloroform
vials fits in a pocket and works well with low level pest populations.
The battery powered unit will harvest a hundred in a few minutes from
high level pest populations.

The two collectors are each but one example of their type. Step by
step instructions are given for each. Many different modifications can
be made.

a. Read the instructions through and make a list of parts
and tools you have and of those you need.

b. Obtain the needed parts and tools.

c. Assemble the selected unit.

References:

Pratt, H. D., R. F. Darsie, Jr. and K. S. Littig. 1976. 1,losquitoes of
Public Health Importance and Their Control. UODHEW, PH, CDC,
Atlanta, 68 pp.

science, London =' ( "(, .^

rIr



Table 4 Zupiliers of nosquito Collecting, Equipment'

American Biological Suzply Company, 1330 Dillon Heights Ave., Baltimore,
Maryland 21228. (301) 747-1797. Catalog for the professional,
amateur, cr just :;lain collector. (No minimum order)

i-roducts, P. G. 3ux 61, .Tanta ::onica, CA 90406. (213) 322-cC,36.
Eluipment, Supdies ..00K.5 for Entomology & Botany Catalo-.
(i15 minimum order)

Concession Sup:,ly Company, 1016 N. Summit Street, r. C. Box 1007,
loledo, GH 43697. (419) 241-7711. Mosquito traps brochure.

Hausherr's Machine dorks, Old Freehold Road, Toms River, NJ 08753.
(201) 349-1319. Light traps and aspirator brochure.

John W. Hock Co., P. O. Box 12852, Gainesville, FL 32604.
Light trap brochure.

Table 5 Suppliers of Weather, Mapping and Collecting Equipment

Ben Meadows Company, 3589 Broad Street, Atlanta, Georgia 30366.
(404) 455-0907. Forestry, Engineering and Educational Supplies
Catalog. (31 service charge on orders less than 45)

Carolina Biological Supi_ly Company, Burlington, NC 27215.
(919) 584-0381. OR Gladstone, OR 97027. (505) 656-1641.
Biological Materials Catalog. (315 minimum order)

Edmund Scientific Co., 101 E. Gloucester Pike, Barrington, NJ 08007.
(609) 547-3488. Hobbyist, school, and industry scientific catalog.
(No minimum order)

Turtox/Cambosco, 8200 S. Hoyne Ave., Chicago, IL 60620. (312) 488-4100
or toll free (800) 621-8980. Life, Earth & Physical Scienles
Catalog. ($25 minimum order)

Ward's Natural Science Establishment, Inc., P. O. Box 1712, Rochester,
NY 14603. (716) 467-8400. OR P. O. Box 1749, Monterey, CA 93940.
(408) 375-7294. Entomology Catalog. ($15 minimum order)_

For suppliers of pesticide application equipment and materials :se
advertisements in :,,osquito news or trade journals.



project II-3.1a Naking a Chloroform Collecting Vial

Snap-cap

Clear wall (glass)

layers of pasteboard

4 cotton ball

pieces of rubber band
saturated with chloroform

29

1. Select a snap-cap vial or bottle with clear sides. The Wheaton
w30, 1/2 oz, glass bottle fi in a pocket and is resistant to
breakage.

2. Drop in enough pieces of rubber hand-to just cover bottom of vial.

3. Pour in 'A inch of chloroform. (Chloroform is a toxic anesthetic.
Use only with adult supervision.)

4. Let vial stand 2 to 4 hours for 'the chloroform to be absorbed,.

;. When no liquid is left, or any present is poured out, shake the
saturated rubber down and add one cotton ball.

6. Cut 2 disks of pasteboard a bit larger than the inside of the vial,
add on top of the cotton ball, and press down firmly.

7. The pasteboard and vial wall should be dry. If not, leave the cap
off a few minutes to evaporate the excess chloroform.

8. Put snap-cap on and vial is ready for collecting mosquitoes.

9. With skill, several mosquitoes can be collected from the lower side
of,an arm or leg without waiting for each one to be knocked out.

16. About 20 mosquitoes can be collected before tney would oe emptied
into a noising container.

11. The cnarged vial should be usable for about 3 weeks.

12. To recnarze, rem_ve pasteboard and cotton, and add chloroform.

i'rojecta cumplted:
1. Lne vial (jizned)

2. Set of tnree

,
V
r

date manager, teacner, leader, parent

,) \t.
.-. Id
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Project II-3.1b Co:npletlng the :.otor ::ount and Fan Chamber

Motor mount. Mark and cut a (S'ii oz (tuna, pet food, or short

pineapple) car bottom as sketched in Figure 8 -A. Bend Tabs A and B up.

and press around the 2O milliamp, 3 volt motor. Tape the motor to
lab A. Then encircle Tabs A and 5 with tape while holding the :otor in .

central alignment. Fold up Tabs E and D and then fold the sharp points
over to lock the motor in place. Fold Tabs E and F similarly. The

leads from the motor (multi-stranded speaker hookup wire) should run
through tne base of the folded triangular tabs. Fasten tne 3 inch
propeller to the motor shaft. Check the motor rotation by hqlding the
motor leads to a D cell. Mark the polarity for the rotation that draws
air down past the mounted motor.

Fan chamber. Cut the bottom from a 604 oz nut can (with plastic
outer lid and snap-out inner lid). Check the motor alignmentsby
lowering the nut can over the mounted motor and turning the propeller by
hand. These 2 cans MUST have the same diameter. Twist the motor mount
if a small adjustment is needed. Again connect the motor leads to the
D battery to check alignment and proper motor rotation. Secure the fan
chamber to the motor mount with duet tape.

Battery pack and wiring. Tape 2 D cells together, sCdeby side s
with one battery inverted. Connect the batteriis in series at one end
of the pack with a narrow strip bf aluminum foil covered with a piece,of
electrician's ta.Re. Fasten the battery pack to the' fan chamber with
duct tape (Fig. 0 -C). Position the 3 volt "gvain-of-wnent" btilb in the
center of the fan chamber even with the snap-out inner lid. the'
bulb in place with tape on the outside of the can. Twist together one
lead from the bulb and one from the rotor and fasten to the exposed
positive pole of the battery peek with electrician's tape. Twist the
remaining leads from the bulb and motor and fasten to a switch made of
folded over electrician's tape (Fig. 8,-D). For OFF fasten to the side
of the battery pack. This keeps the tape clean and sticky. For ON
stick the switch to the exposed negative pole of the battery pack.

a.,
The above unit when suspended vertically with the bulb raised about

h inch above the*im and fitted with a thin Mesh sock at the lower end
makes a "CDC" type light trap. Over'half the.specimens are damaged by
the propeller.

Projects completed:

1. dired motor mount and
fan chamber completed (Signed)

2. ri;:k7ea as a CSC
li-ht 'ra7

hate manager, teacner, leader, :arent

n-2,4
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Figure 8. A battery powered mosquito collector and light trap presented
in individual parts (A through E) and assembled. A. motor mount
marked for cutting and folding of tabs; B. motor mount completed;
C. fan chamber with battery pack and wiring; D. tape switch;
E. collecting capsule; F. assembled unit.
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Project II-B.1c Completing the Col:ecting Capsule

Cut a nole in the bottom of an 11 oz all-purpose plastic mug
(:000lsworth) in which to fit tne collecting tube and plug (:.r. :dsty
Freeze, .dairy ,Ileen; Yogurt Pops, Safeway; or a toilet tissue roll)
(?:g. -IL). A rubber band around the collecting tube makes a good seal
if the cut is not entirely true. Cover the top of the cup with a fine
open mesh (thin hose) held in place with a rubber band. Trim the mesh
close to the band. Secure the rubber band and mesh with duct tape.
Another 2 or 4 layers of h inch wide duct tape may be needed to build
the rim out to make a good seal when set into the top (resting on the
lip of the snap-out lid) of the fan chamber. Hold the collecting

.

capsule in place on the fan chamber with two duct tape tabs made with
folded over ends. To remove the capsule, peel one tab down to the fan
chamber and then grasp the capsule and slowly pull the two units apart.
with care the tape tabs will last all summer.

A variety of collecting capsules can be built and tested. Anything
that can be matched to the fan chamber will work with two limitations:

a. the mesh must be of light weight and
b. the collecting tube must not be smaller than the above

tubes or airflow will be inadequate.

The collecting tube has two functions:

a. it permits the specimens to roost on the inside of the
cup without being knocked about by air turbulence

b. its small diameter makes it easier to collect
mosquitoes from irregular surfaces.

he clear plastic tube makes the best use of the light. It can be used
as is (Mr. Misty Freeze) or with about 1/3-cut off.

Collections at different times or places can be kept separate by
making several collecting capsules. Live mosquitoes (30 to 50) can be
kept in good condition for several days by placing a wet cotton ball
(touched to sugar) o'n the mesh. Aedes will even lay eggs on the wet
cotton. Several hundred mosquitoes can be collected in a capsule
without loss of adequate airflow. The mosquitoes are easily killed by
placing the capsule on its side in the freezer or in a plactic bag with
a killing agent.

Projects completed:

1. Capsule completed (Signed)

2, C..r.sule of your
:.:7:1ted

V date manaw,er, teacner, leader, parent

1 i



T-ro,;ect II-B.1d Making Collections with the 3attery 1:owered Collector

Hand held. :-.emIte t e T.1117 in the collecting, tube after turning on
the notor. The light will shine down the collecting tube to a_d in both
finding mosquitoes and luring them into the collector. . :aridly
arLrOaching tne mosquito from the rear witn tne collecting tube touc.lintz
the .3urf-ce just before hitting the mosquito insures'a quick capture.
They can also be collected on tne wing. :he batteries will run tne unit
about 12 :.ours of intermittent running time.

Attended light trap. Suspend the unit horizontally on a cord so
t!,e light shines downwind (the wind will help hold it in position). The
batteries will last about 8 hours of continuous operation. No
differences were found between clear and opaque collecting tubes in the
numbers of malrs or females collected. The effects of different colors
of cups or lirj,.ts were not tested.

Unattended light trap.- A commercial battery rack should be u ed
and all connections soldered to improve durability and ease of operation.
A 300 milliamp battery eliminator can also replace the batteries (448 3
20.795, Montgomery Ward). Oiling the motor bearings has been yuggested
for such heavy use. To make this possible, a hole must first be made in
tie center of the motor base before cutting out the Tabs.

:;on-directional light trap. A non-directional configuration is
made by mounting the bulb below the outer end of the collecting tube. A
rubber band will hold it in place. The unit is suspended vertically
with the bulb at the bottom. Mosquitoes are drawn in but the airflow is
not strong enough to lift heavy bodied insects up into the capsule.

Light versus bait. A rule of thumb is that a plain light trap will
collect about 1/10 the number of mosquitoes as a baited light trap. If
you sit down near the light trap and collect the mosquitoes landing on
your arms and legs as fast as they arrive with a hand held unit, all the
males will be in the fixed trap and the females will be in the hand
he'd unit. As you move farther from the fixed trap, it will collect
mo^P Temales.

nosiuito approach path. Close observation will show different
species will arrive by different routes. Most seem to stay near the
ground and then come up to the trap or the bait (person).

Projects comi.leted;

pr:, re.ort title

(Sig_ned)

dat.e ndna-er, t_Icner,
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Project II-=.2 -,orting :.osqultoes ana_identifying Local Pest .Dpecies

Ata,17.t female mosquitoes, the ones that bite, can be identified in
several ways:

a. by comparing with identified specimens
b. by using a taxonomic key to tne si_ecies of the state (Table ; )

c. by navins so ,eone wno kno,,,s the species identify them
a. by sorting a number of s:ecim.,ns from a light trap or landing -

biting collection intc like groups, counting tne number in each
group and then comparing with a descriptive frequency table.

The la,,t metnod is the simplest and the most available for the beginner.
A 10X nand lens or magnifier and a good light sueh as the high intensity
lams sold in department stores for 312 to 320 are suggested.

The sort and count method is similar to the system taxonomists used
in the original classification and naming of mosquitoes. If a group was
sorted out for which no name had been created, the new group was
carefully examined for a feature that set it apart from the rest of the
collection. This feature was added to the identification key and a new
name was given to the specimens in this new group.

The sort and count method repeats this process with one differnce.
Instead of having to make up a ner name for each group, one can find
what name has already been assigned to the specimens in each group. A

scientific name can be used for only one species throughout the world.
Regardless of the language spoken in a country, each species name of two
Latin words (often underlined) is the same everywnere.

:n the six states in ,egion VIII, tne most common pest species
Tables 7-10) are all marked with white bands, strips or rings on one or
mcrebody part ('able 11). Ey lobking at these strips, the genera; color and
size of the body, and the structures at both ends of the body, the pest
species can be sorted into 1 to 9 groups from any one collection. Often
mot of the specimens will all sort into but 3 or 4 groups. There
usually will be a few specimens that do not look like any of the others,
Thcz.e are not in sufficient number to be pests, but keep them for later
identification when time and skill permit determining the correct name.
Cne of them may well be a new record for the county.

The following descriptions of the most frequently collected nest
species snould allow a person to determine the proper name for the
specimens in each major group and to make up a guide for the quick
identification of local pest species. Fifty and preferably ovur 100
specimens should be collected. The more specimens, the easier it is to
complete the project sequence for a given community.

i-rojec.,3 corr4leted:

cs lit-s c._)114:,---1
cs:.rtir. -17neap

dat -.ana-.2r, t.ac:.Lr, leautr, par:nt
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Table 6 . estate Lists and Classical ::osquito Drawings

itezi n VIII State Lists

Colorado Harmston, Fred C. and Fred A. Lawson. 1967.
:,osquitoes of Colorado. .:3112,W, PHS, Center for
Disease Control: Atlanta. 140 paces.

:.orth LJakota Post, Richard L. and J. A. Munro. 1949.
Mosquitoes of North Dakota. N. D. Agr. Expt.
Sta. Bim. Bull., 11(5):173-183.

South Daxota Gerhardt, Richard W. 1966. South Dakota Mosquitoes
and Their Control. S. D. Agr. Expt. Sta. Bull.
#531. 80 pages.

Montana %uickenden, Kenneth L. and Van C. Jamison. 1979.
Montana Mosquitoes, Part 1: Identification and
Biology. Vector Control Bulletin No. 1

(Revised). St. Dept. of Hlth. and
Environmental Sciences: Helena. 54 pages.

Wyomino

'Stan

Cld Master

California

Owen, William B. and Richard W. Gerhardt. 1957.
The Mosquitoes of Wyoming. University of
Wyoming Publications in Science, 21(3):71-141.

Nielsen, Lewis T. and Don M. Rees. 1961. An
Identification Guide to the Mosquitoes of Utah.
University of Utah Biological Series, 12(3).
63 pages.

Classical Y.osquito Drawings

Carpenter, Stanley J. and Walter J. LaCasse. 1955.
Mosquitoes of gorth America. (1974 reprint
528.50) Univ. ofCalif. Press: Berkeley.
360 paces.

Bohart, R. M. and R. K. Washino. 1978. Mosquitoes
of California. Agr. Sciences Pub. #4084.
Univ. of Calif: Berkeley 94720. 153 pages.
46.00.
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Table 7.POTENTIAL PEST SPECIES OF MOSQUITOES IN REGION VIII

Species
Biting
Period Generations

Range
(mi.)

State Frequency*
CO MT ND SD WY UT

1 Aedes campestris Apr-Jun -3 3 3 2 2 2 2

2 canadensis May-Aug 1 short - 3 x x x

3 cataphylla May-Jul 1 strong 2 x - - 1 2

4 cinereus May -Jul 2-3 short 3 2 - x x x

5 oorsalis Apr-Nov 1/flooding 10-20 1 1 1 1 1

6 excrucians Jun-Aug 1 migrate 2 x x x 2 3

7 fitchii May-Aug 1 2 3 x x 2 2

8 flavescens Apr-Jul 1 x 3 2 3 3 x

9 hexodonti s. Jun-Aug 1 2 x - - 3 2

10 iclahoenpis Jun- 1 several 1 1 3 x 1

11 impiger, Jun- 1 x - - 2 3

12 imp licatus Apr-Jun 1 3 x - - 3 3

13 increpitus Apr-Aug 1 2 2 2 1

14 intrudens Jun-Jul 1 3 x x x x x

15 melanimon May-Sep 1/flooding 10+ 2 1 1 2

16 nevadensis (comm.) Jun-Aug 1 short 2 3 1 2

17 nigromaculis May-Sep 1/flooding 2-5 1 1 2 2 2 2

18 niphadopsis Apr-Jul 1 several 2

19 pullatus Jun-Aug 1 1 x 2 2

20

21

punctor May-Jul 1

5-20
3 x x

3

x
sollicitans

22 Apr-Jun 1-3 strong 3 2 3 2 3
23 Apr-May 1-2 25-30 2 2 3 3 x 3

24 triseriatus several 11-1 x x 3 x
25 trivittatus May Aug several short 1 2 2 3 x
26 vexans Apr - Dct 1/flooding 5-10 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 Anopheles earlei (occid.) Apr-Sep several 3 x 3 x
2 franciscanus Jul-Sep 3 - 3

3 freeborni Apr-Oct several 1-2 2 x - - x 2

4 punctipenniF JuL-Sep several 2 x x x x

1 Culex erythrothorax Jul - Oct short 3 - 2

2 pipiens Jul-Oct several 1+ x x x 3 x 1

3 salinarius 3 x 3 x 3

4 tarsalis Jun-Oct several 2-10 1 1 1 1 3 1

1 Culiseta impatiens Apr-May several 3 x x 3 3

2 incidens Jun -Sep several short 3 3 - x x 2

3 inornata Jun-Oct several 3 2 2 3 3 1

1 - - - -- ,i;la Jul- 1 xxx3xx
1 Psorophora signipennis several 3x xx x x

39

State Frequency: 1 = abundant, 2

(x) = present in

. rn : rscier.., 3ubs:r.

= common, 3 = fairly common,
state, (-) = not collected in state

,n% :if:-r, nt



Table RANKING OF MOSQUITOES IN REGION VIII BY COMPARATIVE ABUNDANCE

Regional
Ranking Species

State Ranking
CO UT WY MT SD ND

1 Aedes dorsalis 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 vexans 1 1 1 1 1 1

3 Culex tarsalis 1 1 3 1 1 1

4 Aedes nigromaculis 1 2 2 1 2 2

campestris 3 2 2 3 2 2

S Culiseta inornata 3 1 3 2 3 2

7 Aedes idahoensis 1 1 1 x 3

increpitus 2 1 2 2 x
me animon 2 2 1 1

11 fitchii 2 2 2 3 x x
sticticus11 2 3 x 2 3 3
trivittatus11 1 - x 2 3 2

13 nevadensis (communis) 2 2 1 3

13 spencerii - 3 2 3 3 2

16 cataphylla 2 2 1 x

16 excrucians 2 3 2 x x x
16 flavescens x x 3 3 3 2

16 pullatus 1 2 2

19 Culex pipiens xlxx3 x
21 Aedes hexodontu$ 2 2 3 x
21 Anopheles earlei (Occid.) 3 x x x 3 3

21 Culiseta incidens 3 2 x 3 x

24 3xx2 x
24 2 2 x x
24 Culex salinarius 3 3 x 3 x
24

:setb:ni

Culiseta impatiens 3 3 3 x x

29 Aedes impiger x 3 2 x
29 3 3 3

29 intrudens 3xxxxx
29 Anopheles punctipennis 2- xxxx
29 Coquillettidia xxxx3 x
29

.perturoans
Psorophora signipennis 3xxxxx

34 Aedes canadensis x 3 x x
34 punctor 3 x x

34 triseriatus x x 3 x

34 Culex erythrothorax 3 2 -

37 Anopheles franciscanus 3 3

38 Aedes niphadopsis 2

39 sollicitans 3

37

Distribution

plains
plains

plains

plains

plains
plains,

& valleys
& valleys

6 valleys

valleys, mtns.

plains & valleys
plains, valleys, mtns.
plains & valleys

plains, valleys, mtns
plains
plains

mountains
plains & valleys

valleys & mountains
mountains
plains
mountains

plains & containers

mountains
valleys
plains, valleys, mtns.

valleys & mountains
plains & valleys
plains
mountains

mountains
valleys & mountains
mountains
plains
plains
plains

mountains
mountains

plains in treeholes
plains

valleys

valleys

plains

hate Ranking same as State Frequency on Table
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Table
TWENTY-SEVEN PEST SPECIES IN REGION VIII

(TARGETS OF CURRENT CONTROL OPERATIONS)

Pest Pest State Ranking

Ranking Species Status CO UT WY MT SD ND

1 Aedes dorsalis WN, V 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 vexans WN, V 1 1 1 1 1 1

3 Culex tarsalis WN, V 1 1 x 1 1 1

4 Aedes nigromaculis LN 1 2 2 1 2 2

S idahoensis.' 1 1 1 x x

6 increpitus WN 2 1 2 2 x

6 melanimon WN 2 2 1 1 -

8 campestris LN x 2 2 x 2 2

11' cataphylla LN 2 2 1 x -

11 nevadensis (communis) LN 2 2 1 x - -

11 LELLIIRE
LN 1 2 2 x - -

11 trivittatus 1 - x 2 x 2

11 Culiseta inornata LN, V x 1 x 2 x 2

14 Aedes fitchii LN 2 2 2 x x x

17 excrucians 2 x 2 x x x

17 hexodontus LN 2 2 x x -

17 1.errLstIrii
- x 2 x x 2

17 itliiiCui 2 x x 2 x x

17 Anophigilrgaiorni LN, V 2 2 x x

20 Culex pipiens WN x 1 x x x x

24 Aedes cinereus x x x 2 x

24 flavescens x x x x x 2

24 Amp ger x x 2 x

24 niphadopsis LN - 2 -

24 Anopheles punctipennis 2 - x x x x

24 Culex erythrothorax LN x 2

24 Culiseta incidens LN x 2 x x x

State Ranking: 1 = annual pest, 2 = commonly a pest, x = can be a pest

Pest Status: LN = local nuisance, WN = widespread nuisance, V = vector



Table i
BREEDING SOURCES COMMONLY INHABITED BY PEST SPECIES
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Pest

Ranking Species Distribution

Pest Breeding Sources
Classi-
fication Comment

1

1

3

4

S

6

6

8

11

11

11

11

11

14

17

17

17

17

17

20

24

24

24

24
24

24

24

77

Aedes dorsalis P, V
P, V

P, V

P

P, V

P, Y, M

P, V

P

V, M
M
M

P

P, V, M

P, V, M

Pp V
P

P, V

P

V, M
M

P, V

P

P, V, M

A,B,C
A,B

A,B,C

A,B

A,B,C

A,B

A,B

A,B

B, C

A,B,C

A,B
B

C

C,D

A,B

B,ca

Ca
B,C

Irrigation
vexans waste water

Irrigated
meadows

? Grassland pools

Overflow pools

Temporary pools

Mountain' (temporary)

Culex tarsalis

Aedes nigromaculis

idahoensis

increpitus

melanimon'

cam3estris

cataphylla
nevadensis (communis) snow -water and

woodland pools
Overflow pools
Permanent pools

Irrigation

Mountain

Irrigation
Overflow pools
Marshes

Marshes 4 containers

Irrigation

Mountains

Marshes

Mountains

pullatus
trivittatus

Culiseta inornata

Aedes fitchii

excrucians
hexodontus
spencerii
sticticus

Anopheles freeborni

Culex pipiens

Aedes flavescens
cinereus
impiger

niphadopsis
Anopheles punctipennis
Culex erytbrOthorax
Culiseta incidens

Distribution: P = plains, V = val

Pest Breeding Source Classification
leys, M = mountains (above 6000-7000 ft)

A irrigation related
B = temporary natural pools
C = marshes
D = containers, tires junk
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Project I1-2.2a 2ecognizing the Two ::ost Abundant .:species

These two species make up about 60';') of collections on the plains
and valleys. 3oth are medium sized mosquitoes that can emerge in
enorm.us numbers from irrigation waste water, irritated meadows,
overflow pools and other temporary po,ls. They have an avera7e maximum
flight range of over 10 miles across fay.,rable terrain.

1. Aedes vexans

Examine the group sorted out by groups 2, 3, 6a (Table i1):

2. white tarsal bands present
3. tarsal bands end at the joint between segments
o. narrow tar .ial bands
a. 61 of abdomen pointed = Genus Aedes

Turn the specimens over and on the upper surface of the abdomen look for
a V-shiped notch in the middle of the white bands. It is usually there.
This character confirms the groun is "V" for vexans. Individual
specimens may vary in size and intensity of color, however, the bright
wnite to pale narrow bands on the tarsi of any Aedes is the easiest
character to sort with once you know Aedes vexans. Set aside any

i specimens in the group that do not conform to Aedes vexans. They may be
1 otner species or damaged specimens you will later be able to recognize

1
with more experience.

2. Aedes dorsalis

Examine the group sorted out by groups 2, 4a (Tablell ):

2. white tarsal bands present
4. tarsal bands cover both sides of joint
a. tip of abdomen pointed = Genus Aedes

This group of Aedes can contain three speci6s. All undamaged specimens
carry a longitudinal stripe of white scales on the upper (dorsal)
surface of the abdomen. Those individuals that show wing vein 3 much
darker than vein 2 or 4 are Aedes dorsalis. They vary widely in the
color of the thorax and in the amount of white scales remaining on the
body. The tarsal bands and the dark scales on vein 3 (ends at the tip
of the wing) are good recognition characters.

Set aside the remaining specimens from the dorsalis group. Two
other species may be present in the group, 5. campe:tris and
9. melanimon, that will be separated later.

Projects completed:

1. snow vexans and

acun:ant si_eciis in
my :Addy ar.a

aate mana7c.r, taccer, :,arent
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Tar,le 11. Characters to Use in sorting Pest rosquitoes into Groups

:he characters used to sort biting mosquitoes fall into two groups:
tnat can be seen by the unaided eye or with the help of a 1CX hand

lens and those teat require a 30X to 50X microscope. The plains and
valley est srecies are much better marked than the mountain species.
he plains and valley species also occur in large mixed populatiuns.

The easiest cnaracters to use wren sorting with a 10X lens and you
do not now the species are listed below:

1. Tarsal bands. Look for wnite bands or rings on the hind tarsi
(lower leiTe71;71170and sort the mosquitoes by:

a. White bands absent group 1
b. White bands present group 2

2. Location of tarsal bands. Sort group 2 with tarsal bands by
mosquitoes on which:

a. Band.ends at the joint between segments group 3
b. Band covers both sides-of the joint group 4

3. Width of tarsal bawds. Sort group 3 with tarsal band ends at
the joint by:

a. side bands (cover more than 1/4 of segment) . . . group 5
b. Narrow bands (cover less than 1/4 of segment) . . group 6

4. Tip of abdomen. Sort each group (1, 4, 5, and 6) by:

a. Tip of abdomen pointed = Genus Aedes group a
b. Tip of abdomen rounded group b

5. proboscis banded. Look for a white band or ring near the
middle of the prOboscis in each group (1, 4, 5, and 6-) and sort by:

a. Proboscis with white band group c
b. Proboscis without white band group d

6. Maxillary palpus. Look for a palpus on either side of the
proboscis in each group (1, 4, 5, and 6) and sort by:

a. Pelpi as long as pToboacis = Genus Anopheles . . group e
b. Palpi much shorter than proboscia group f

After finishing a sort, check each group to see if all the
mosquitoes in it look alike. If not, choose another character and again
sort. When finished sorting, count the number of speciMens in each
group to determine their pest status.

Other characters used to identify the less frequently collected
pest species as well as many of the mountain species require a 30X to
50X microscone. For these species it is also helpful tp m,,unt the
s_ecimens so the to; and side views can readily be observeq (rroect
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i-roject II-3.2p :recognizing the Second :wo Most Abundant species

3oth are medium sized mosquitoes that also emerge from irrigation
waste water, irrigates meadows, overflow pools and other temporary pools
but in fewer numbers than the', first two s,ecies. They have an average
maximum flight range of less than 10 miles across favorable terrain.
-.'oettir the 4 species make up 'about 70 of collecti,ns from the plains
and va_leys.

3. Culex tars lis

Examine the group sorted out by\groups 2, 4bc (2aolell ):

2. white tarsal bands present
4. tarsal bands cover both sides\of the joint
b. tip of abdomen rounded
c. proboscis with white band

The specimens with white bands on the proboscis and tarsi are members of
the only pest species of Culex with brightly marked tarsal segments.
Culex tarsalis is the species collected alive, for encephalitis surveys.
Set aside any specimens that do not conform to Culex tarsalis .

4. Aedes nigromaculis

Examine the group sorted out by groups 2, 3, 5ac (Table 11);

2. white tarsal bands present
3. tarsal bands end at the joint between segments
5. wide tarsal bands
a. tip of abdomen pointed = Aedes
c. proboscis with white bandTM/or a longitudinal li:Le of

yellowish scales on the upper surface of the abdomen)

The band on the proboscis is sometimes missing. Therefore a check of
the scales on the abdomen is needed. If the abdomen is covered with
yellowish scales rather than the line of yellowish si-ales, the specimen
is Aedes flavescens, the yellow Aedes, rather than nigromaculis, the
black blotched 573tted or speckled Aedes.

Projects completed:

1. Know Culex tarsalis and
Aedes plzromaculis

2. Know the second two
most abundant species
in my study area

(Signed)

date manager, teacher, leader, parent
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rroject 11-3.2c electing Jight Recognition 'characters for Rapid jorting

Rapid sorting of pest species demands that the specimen .s
recognized at sight rather tnan having to "key it out" using several
individu 1 characters. joining this skill is worthwhile. It improves
t'ne quality an quantity of infor.%ation for control purposes. Even in
an entire state tne number of pest species in any one year tends to be
only a few of the potential pest species. Lven fewer would be fund in
any one community.

Ranking of estates by the Number of Pest and Potential Pest Species

Number of Species
Species CO UT WY - MI' SD ND

Abundant
Common

Ranking by Pest Species

Fairly common

Ranking by Abundance of
potential pest species

7 6 6 S 3

10 12 8 '6 2

17 18 14 11 5

13 8 6 7 11

30 26 20 18 16

3

6

9

3

12

.since different people tend to be impressed by different charact=irs,
each person should m-ke up and use their own memory guide of
recognition characters for rapid sorting as they learn to recognize each
species, making additions as needed. If as is the case in some
communities, the top 4 are the only pest species to consider, the
following set of recognition characters is one example:

1. Tarsal bands very narrow
2. Tarsal hands coverrjoint
3. Abdomen rounded
4. Tarsal bands wide

Aedes vexans
Aedes dorsalis group
Culex tarsal is
1-tedes nigromaculis

Sorting speed is developed by practice and by setting aside the few
odd specimens for later. If these "few" become too many, you need to
learn to recognize another pest species.

You are now ready to sort into 5 groups at one time instead of into
2 gr-ups. Four groups are the species you recognize at sight and the
fifth 4r, }.1.1 is the "others".

c..,ar.icters

sel_Qctel f.r the f-ur
most ioandant siecies

:tray area

Z. ta, variati,n in
:he n'imber of pest

tetw,-en

l'e man_1-er, t 1-aLler, -,areht



i=ro;ect Ii-3.2d Rec.,gnizing the ..;econd Four nost Abundant :.;pecies

species ) and 7 are less abundant as they have but one
.;enerati,n a year instead of a new :_;enerati-n with each flooding.

5. ttedes cambestris

The remaining secimens from the uorsalis group that have a uniform
mix7.ure of waite and dark scales on the wing veins must now be sorted by
the predominate color of the scales on the front edge of the wing.

a. white scales predominate = Aedes campestris
b. dark scales predominate = Aedes melanimon

6. Aedes idahoensis

Examine the group sorted out by groups la (Table 11 ). 3ort out
those specimens on wnich the alternate wing veins are covered with white
and dark scales rather than being uniform in color. Aedes idahoensis is
more abundant in the four mountain states than its very close relative
Aedes spencerii. A-first approximation in separating the two is to sort
by the marking on the upper surface of the abdomen:

a. white crossbands = idahoensis
b. longitudinal white stripe = spencerii

7. Aedes increpitus

Examine the group sorted out by groups 2, 3, Sad (Table 11 ). This
groui, can contain two plains and valley species with white scales on the
abd,,men. For any with yellow scales check W4. Aedes nigromaculis .

Sort the white specimens by the number of white scales cn the base
segment (the tori) of the antenna. Those with a few or no scales on the
dorsal surface of the tori are Aedes increpitus. Those specimens with
many scales on the dorsal Surface of the tori are Aedes fitchii which
also have a mesonotum (dorsal Surface'between the wings) with a broad,
light reddish brown median stripe. In mountain collections, Aedes
excrucians will also be in this group. This species has the most unusual
claws. The claw is similar in appearance to the side view of your hand
when only the thumb and first finger can be seen held parallel to each
other with the space between equal to the width of the thumb.

8. Culiseta inornata

Examine the group sorted out by groups lb (Table 11 ). This group
can contain several species. Culiseta inornata will have pale scales on
the wings and legs and, in general, be in greatest number. Culex
pipiens, with coarse brassy scales on the mesonotum, will also sort out
in this group.

pr ,;ects completed:

Know the second four
a....._ _..t specie.;

in 3t'udy area
dace mana7-:r, teacher, lea:er,
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Project II-3.2e Recognizing the Second Eight :':ost Abundant Species

Three of these species have already sorted out:

9. Aedes melanimon with 5. campestris
10. Aedes fitchii with 7. increpttus
11. Aedes spencerii with S. idahoensis

The remaining five species in this last group of eight are all
members of the difficult group known as the black or dark legged Aedes,
as are spencerii and idahoensis.

12. Aedes trivittatus
13. Aedes sticticus

Again examine the group sorted out by groups la (Tablell ). Those
specimens from the plains and valleys with the nesonotum showing a pair
of broad yellowish-white to brassy yellow stripes separated by a brown
stripe of about the same width will be trivittatus. Aedes sticticus
will show a mesonotum with a median strip of darker scales boardered by
grayish (not yellowish) scales.

14. Aedds nevadensis (communis)
15. Aedes cataphylla
16. Aedes pullatus

These are the mountain black legged ledes. They bite any time of
day it is warm enough for flight. Fortunately they have but one
generation per year.

The separation of these last three species and the initial
identification of other pest species requires a 30X to 50X microscope
and a taxonomic Key to the species of the state in which they were
collecte4. When a species has been firmly fixed in mind on a cluster of
characters, that are too numerous and require an excessive amount of
space to use in a taxonomic key, then many other species can also be
identified with the aid of a 10X lens.

The sort and count method has its main virtue in training a person
to quickly locate easily observable characters with which to rapidly
sort and identify groups of specimens of the most common pest species
encountered in control operations. It cannot replace the more careful
orocess of mounting and studying individual specimens for the less
abundant species.

Projects completed:

Know the abundant
pest species in
my study area (Signed)

date mana:rer, teacher, leader, parent

- I'
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Pro,ect II-B.2f Labeling and Preserving Pest Specimens

Those 4pecies that together make up 90 to 95,L of the total
s,ecimens collected are the pest species.°

1. Confirm identifications of the sorted groups by:

a. Comparing with descriptions given in the state Lists.
b. Comparing with reliably identified specimens.
c. :eking specimens to a person who Knows the pest species.--

2. Preserve specimens for identification and reference by:

a. Small containers. Mosquitoes can be held indefinitely in small
containers if kept dry. If they become too dry to work with without
breaking up, place a moist paper or cloth over the top Of the container
to "relax" them. Do not get the specimens wet. Ship.such a container
only with sufficient packing to prevent the specimens from moving about.

b. Pointing. (For rare and valuable specimens) Cut points from
file card stock. Insert a pin through the wisde end of the point to a
uniform height en the pin. Touch the narrow point to clear finger nail

Poimrs

LApels

polish and then to the side of the thorax. The legs can either be
positioned down or laid on top of the point. Store the pinned specimens
in a secure box with a soft bottom to accept the pins.

c. Dry mounting, (For abundant pest species) Durable dry mounts
are made by lightly pressing not entirely dry specimens between a sheet
of light clear plastic sheeting (sandwich bags) and Magic Tape or clear
Contact shelf paper. Position the specimen on the sticky surface such
that a dorso-lateral view (or-other desired feature) is seen through
the clear plastic. The electrostatic charges on the plastic tend to
reposition parts of the specimens. With a little practice over half of
the mounts will make good reference specimens. Trim the mount and
fasten to a file card.- Several can be fastened to one card or poster.
Record collection and identification information on the care.

3. Make a guide for rapid sorting of your pest species using one or a
combination of:

a. Specimens preserved from above.
b. copies of drawings such as those in Carpenter and LaCasse(Table 6).
c. Sight recogniti,,n characters from the sorting projects.

Projects completed:

pro3-,,ct or retort title

(3i7ned)

r.ana:er, t ac;ler,-leafier, rarent



rroject 1I-,:.3 !:akin. :,dult os-uito .)urveys

:;ontrol operati..n tecnniques must be done with a mini mu of time or
they are not practical. .several types of observations are made as a
oasis for selecting o:Aimum control strategies.

Landing counts. :cive briskly to your selected site. CL,unt the
number of mosquitoes that land on the observable part of your body or
.rork with a partner and count the number landing on the partner. -tand
or s't in the same manner for eacn counting period. Either the number
of mosquitoes landing in a fixed time (!2 to 5 minutes) or the number of
minutes for a fixed number of mosquitoes to land can be recorded. This
meilod of observation is fest and inexpensive. If the same people
wearing the same type of cloths participate, results are also reasonably
reproducible. Counts are typically made from dusk to about 1 hour after
sundown.. Leave the site and return for repeated counts at one site.

Landing/biting collections. Maintain the above conditions and
collect all the mosquitoes possible in the assigned time or record the
amount of time needed to collect a fixed number of mosquitoes. A

F.4-tery powered collector is needed for high populations (Iroject
1-3.1b - d).

New Jersey lignt trap. These are typically operated all night for
state or district surveys. You are responsible for removing the
collection each morning and storing it or of sorting out the mosquitoes
and when qkalified identifying tnem. The a.-ency providing the trap will
assist in locating it and provide instruction for its operation
(Projects I-A and I-C).

CDC light trap. This trap operates as above but obtains live
specimens for encephalitis virus surveys or research projects. Light
traps collect both males and females (Projects I-A and I-C).

Resting site. During the day mosquitoes must find shelter. For
several species, the number found per room, per out building, or per
culvert is a meaningful observation. Several species overwinter in
rock piles and animal dens.

Projects r,mpleted:

1. Repeated observations
at one site

2. Zevaral sites/one night

). .,everal nights/one site

;? Jrt incl.ialnr 71r1a.1 n
3etwtn ubserv,tiLns
4e' i-a: 111 -,.,) the

7-..--,....:- c..., 1..: f t..1.7,

-1-ati,n

(.;icned)

d,,te rnana,--er, te,Icn-r, 1 t_ r.er, -rent



rro,;ect Yaking ..;pecies and :opulatlon .surveys

1. .ielect tr.e arc,a to oe studied.

-elect tne purpose f ti.e survey: a. rest s..ecies in tne area
b. ,11 s.ecies in tne area
c. n'imper of biting females at

selected sites 3: times

3. .;elect to - time perlcd of tne study: a. days or nights
b. weeks or montns
c. seasons

4. Zelect tne metnod of observation: a. landing counts
b. landing/biting collections
c. light trap
d. resting site

5 .elect the time perlod,for each observation: a. minutes or hours
b. all night

o. Select the number of observation periods: one or more

7. elect the number of observation sites: one or more

Examples

J)-recies survey. Using killing vials or other collectors, make
collections for a minimum of 30 minutes or 100 specimens at each
different type of breeding and resting habitat on a minimum of two

specimens and identify (Project II-B.2).

Population survey--seasonal. Select a representative site in the
area and schedule a minimum of one observation night per week for tne
bitlag season. :record counts or sort specimens collected and record the
number of each species for each observation period.

Population survey--area. Select several sites in the area that can
either be 'reached in one night between dusk and about one hour after sun
set or have helpers at each site. Record counts or sort the mosquitoes
collected and record the number of each species for each site. Also see
Part III-A for sampling designs and count interpretation.

Projects completed:

2

.;pecies survey (3igned)

lopulatin survey

eccrt relating survey
ts; :1,m,An

.^t171': r; 171 C^- 1"11_'_t:7

tacor, 1-ader,



-,ect 12-3.3b ::a:lng an ,,cluitic'-!ln:7 ,uality Control Survey

,uality contrs,1 surveys na..e T,any of the same requirements as no
reL,e'ircn projects. Two different _luestl,ns can be asked:

1. seat rell effect aid an adulticidin ap lication nave on the
po-ulatl-on of biting msquitoes in tne treated area (and cutsiae)?

-. eclat -,orti,n of the m sTlitoes in the treatea area were killed?

he first luest3on indicates tne value of the treatment to the
community. The second indicates the effectiveness of the application.
:he questions can be answered by using modifications of population
surveys (rroject Ii- B.3a). A quality control survey requires careful
planning and a team of observers or collectors, a good group project.

1. seasonal quality ccitrol survey method: (Also see Part III-A)

Sits selection. Select two types of sites: those that will
be treated and those that will not. One way to do this is to
establish sites in the protected area and others in the outlying
area that will be subject to the same weather conditions.

Timing of observations. Make counts or collections nightly
before and after the application as well as on the night of
application shortly before and to 1 hour after application to
obtain the most useful information. A 7 day series is optimal.

Conclusions. Plot results on a graph and determine the
rercent reduction in the treated area for each 24 hour period after
treatment. What percent were killed (count at h to 1 hour after
application) and how long did it take for the population to return
to pretreatment levels?

Area quality control survey method: (Table 12)

Site selection. Select the two types of sites on opposite
sides of the path the spray truck will travel. Ideally the wind
will be blowing directly across the street.

fimin- of observations. Make counts or collections shortly
before api,.ication and again X to 1 hour after treatment at the
same sites (before new mosquitoes can fly in).

Conclusions. What percent were killed? What application and
environmental factors may have influenced the counts?

PrG:ects c,mpleted:

rro]ect planned (Sinned)

!--..-rvn'i n.s '''.!e

(..1.At Jana.Ter, t:acner, lea,ier, parent

..,..-- .,..1 :. e. 2.,,L o .ic al ...71 ...-.C. C. ,21,..C".1 ''''' .c.:;n,:itr--,,



_able . 1,ay0ut, :erms _tad ;alculations for Area oiality :ontrol ourvey

Lacut. lne _rovides fixed distances between
n ana tne trucr: -,,unted ap:.licator route. They can be

0..,An_el -.0 mato: features in your corn. unity sucn as tne size of city
tne loca,i,n of alieJs _..at sam.lin,,: does not re,quire you

to, enter ,rivite property.

,J NYRE ATE°

1REA
C1 C2

0
OUT E

Z,
0,

' I

TREATED
.0;

0, AREA tut
INj ce,

T2
I

Observation sites

C = checK site

T = treatment site

rercent control. The percent control is most easily estimated .
by usin4 the before uad after treatment counts in tne treated area.

.;ontr_l = 1 - la X 100
(

\
:
a

counts in treated area
after treatment

T
b

= counts in treated area
before trea:ment

T
b

A better estimate is to include the effect of varying flight activity
durinc: the night based on tne untreated or check area.

r

7 c
a

C
a

X 1CC
C
a

= counts in check area
Cuntrui =

1

Co = counts in check area
after treatment

`to

before treatment

ne_t estimate includes the variance (Project ITT-A).

-Aeference:

aria A. ii. FrAnK. 1 of:ectiveness and cost of
,esmetnrtn 3erL _s contr. of "P :es :n

ne ii.. erence between !-efore nn: after tre.t..-.ent
.;,t 1, tO oe ne

.a, 1lo0 A4)y -r nct

-,,n1 Is a c,nlirmei dead m,,sdaito.



1 .1. ,... r.n.w :osquito ,:reeding Cites

,usluitces breed in much smaller space..; tnan the area they cruise
A:_ut 1,-or7ing f:r a blo-d seal. This mares larval control easier than

Further toe larvae are pour swimmers. They must cue to
t:.e surface to nreatn air. Aain ur wave action will drown tnem.
.rattails will trap them. To survive tney mu,Lt live in snallow
.;enerally 4 inches or less) protected areas free from fish and other
predators. ::.acn species has a most favored larval habitat from tree
holes and tires to natural temporary pools and stagnant irrigation
waste water.

The ultimate control opti,,n is to alter or remove those habitats
that produce mosquitoes. This is not always necessary or even possible
in practice, but knowning where the breeding habitats are that produce
your pest mosquitoes is both possible and necessary for optimum
management decisions:

The first step is to find the breeding sites by dipping for tne
larvae and pupae (wigglers and tumblers). A variety of things work well
such as a wnite enamal dipper, an aluminum or plastic shallow square
cake pan, or shallow plastic bowel. Experience will show the need for
a quick dip witnJut casting a shadow. A change of light or motion or a
loud-step will send the larvae to the bottom iJ a panic. Vary youi dip
technique from a simple rapid submergence to a shallow sweep. Use the
tecnniques that are best for your species. Plot each breeding site on a
large scale operations map (16 inches per mile, Project II4A.2). Take
s-me of the larvae home to raise cut as auults that can be .idehtified.

The second step is to classify each breeding site bc.. 'priority for
the control of breeding. As you study the site, be thinking of ways to
alter the habitat in such a way that the result is also a lOng term
improvement in wildlife production, in agricultural productivity, or in
aestnetic value. Convenient sites make for good projects op mosquito
productivity and on the sequence of species produced during:the breeding
season. Also be on the watch for predators in the area. Learn to
recognize the type of habitat each of your pest species preifers.
Highest priority for control goes to those sites that are big producers
of the worst pest species. This may be a 5 gallon pail outside your
window.

4hen.acces.; to property is not rerrnitted, breeding sites can be
inferred from aerial photos and from light trap collections at the
property line. Yale mosquitoes come to light traps only from nearby
breeding sites tnat are generally down wind from the trap.

.;narzeh, dates, Loicn slants, ns)'.3 and jogs. Respect
r1vri0 rr-,-erty
ane. AP it suitable brotec-.1ve 1SK
auout llvestocK. (fl.o.se securely all ,,ates you 3-en. Let th- ow- ^r ,now
a 0 iL An aou,ate
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Project II-C.1 Making a Larval Nosluito Breeding Site Survey

1. Select the area to be studied.

2. Select the purpose -f the survey: a. confirm which wet areas are
breeding sites

o. number of lirvae per area
c. determine species in area

3. Select the time period of the study: day, week, month, season

4. Select the method of sampling: a. dipper, bowl, or pan
b. hose and suction bulb

5. Select the number of observatisns per site.

6. Select the method of recording data: a. notebook
b. maps (project II-A.2),

ExAnpLis

1. Breeding site Dip samples from each body of water in the area
survey: including pools, junk, and tree holes. Plot on your

large scale map (16 inches/mile) each pool with
wigglers. In your notebook, record the water
source, t:fle of pool, and now it drains.

2. Population As in W1, however, this time take a minimum of three
survey: dips and count the larvae and pupae. With practice

yot, can also record if tne breathing tube is:
a. missing = Anopheles, permanent pool mosquitoes
b. very long and thin = summer and fall mosquitoes
c. intermediate = Aedes, spring and flood-water osqu:toes

3. Species
survey:

Collect 20 to 100 larvae and pupae from each
different type of breeding habitat. Hold the pupae
in clean water (no chlorine). Hold the larvae in
pond water and add a few grains of yeast or dog
buiscut every other day. Allow adults to emerge and
feed on a sugar cube or boiled raison for 24 hours
before killing. Sort and identify (Project II-3.2).

Projects completed:

1. Area described tSil:ned)

2. Permissipn to enter

Breeding site survey

:-...c.r, ,,,r:ej

. -e':le,; ..-;rv,-,y

re crt title date 7..ana.er, t,.!actier, leader, rarent



Project II-C.1a Building Two-Chambered Cages for Emerging Adults

Simple to elaborate cages can be made to hold pupae and larvae for
tne emergence of adults. Pupae are best as they do not need to be fed.
Fourth instar larvae need little if any feeding. The smaller larvae
must be fed and are also more difficult to :;ring in from the field
without drowning. In a mixed sample the larger larvae will suppress the
smaller ones. Unless you plan to rear out all the specimens there il no
need to feed after pupae appear.

Use glass or plastic for the lower part which is the pool for the
larvae and pupae. The upper part can be made of glass, plastic,
cardboard, pasteboard or tin can. A mesh covered opening in the top of
the upper chamber keeps the humidity down for the adults and permits
feeding, them from outside the cage.

1. Pool within u bottomless cover chamber. Place a cover chamber
over the sample. A tin can with both ends cut out and covered with mesh
works well. Dead adults can be obtained by lifting and moving the cover
a short distance. Use only about 1/4 inch of water for a pupal sample
so all the water will evaporate shortly after the adults emerge.

2. Pool slides out bottom of cover chamber. As above, except make
a bottom plate with a hole in the center of the same size as the pool
container. Now the pool can be lowered through the plate leaving the
adults in the upper chamber. Any clear material (drinking glass or
small jar) can be used for the top cnamber.

3. Pool below bottom of cover chamber. As above, except stack the
three parts one un top of the other. A cone can be added to prevent
adults from falling into the pool. Almost any size and shape of small
glass or jar can be used for the chambers.

I.

Lrojectc completed:

2

,7er-ence cage (Lined)

SP ref Cai.700
date manaer, teacher, leader, parent
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Project II-C.1b Making a Pocket Larval Collecting Kit

ri

0000frO
k`small

Tupperware bowl
with snap-on lid

eye dropper

alcohol vials

1. Obtain a small Tupperwate bowl with a snap-on lid.

2. Obtain an eye dropper. A plastic eye dropper can be trimmed so the
opening is large enough to readily accept mosquito lar7ae.

3. Fill small vials with alcohol (ethyl or isopropyl).

4. Drop a numbered piece of paper into each vial.

5. Fasten a note card to the bowl lid with the same sequence of
numbers in the vials, if desired.

6. Place the eye dropper and vials in the bowl and snap on the lid.

7. To use, dump the viala into a pocket and use the bowl to dip
for larvae.

8. Use the eye dropper to transfer larvae to vials after pouring most
of the water out of the bowl to restrict the larvae from moving,

or

pour almost all the water out of the bowl, add the alcohol from one
vial, and then transfer the dead larvae and alcohol to the vial.
(Fill the vials full of liquid as any air bubbles will pound the
larvae to pieced.)

9. Record the collection site on the note card or in your field
record book.

Project completed (Signed)
date manager, teacher, leader, parent



rroject creedinj, cites by t-rlority for control

1. heeding site survey for tr.e area (.roject II-C.1;.

2. :lot and number all suspected and confirmed breedint4 sites on
operatluns maps :.roject ::-d.2 and Fi,:ure b).

3. record tne source of water for eacn site and how it drains.

4. '.:la -sift' eacn site as permanent = more tnan 3 months
se::a-permanent 1 - 3 months
temporary = 1 - 3 weeks

5. Determine tne size of breeding area for eacn site. Exclude open
water over 4 inches deep in clean sided pools large enough to have
wave action or which contain fish.

6. Record the distance of each site to the nearest protected area.

7. Assi7^ priorities for control by one or both methods:

A. Type, size, and location of confirmed breeding sites

1. First priority to sites in and close to protected areas
that can be eliminated with simple or no equipment.

2. second priority to sites requiring the use of readily
available equipment or techniques located witnin and
near the protected area (;,. to Y mile).

3. Third priority to sites requiring cooperative action to
plan, finance and carry out control options.

z. cite productivity and species (Projects II-13.3a and II-C.1)

1. First priorit-, to highly productive sites of the most
pestiferous species in and within is to )¢ mile of the
protected area that can be eliminated with readily
available.equipment or techniques.

2. Second priority to productive sites as above which
require cooperative action to plan, finance and carry
out management options.

3. Third priority to extending the barrier zone as time and
funds permit and as control surveys indicate are needed.

Design a form to tabulate the information used in assigning
priorities for the control of your area breeding sites.

Projects completed:

iriorIty tabulation
form desined (31-ned)

, :Le , 1

VrvAUC'.171ty, jp3Cle3

.r tle date

.r conLr, area odz)eu on:

7Lina tac;.er, leauer, .re:.t



II-D. i.now Your Management tions

.several of the projects in wnich you learn to know your mosquitoes
t-eir breelin.: sites let you :,i-actice -.axing decisions based upon

yuur own ,;1477ement. :ost of tae :,rojects under manai-ement options
involve Taxing .-,11d7ements baed on available facts and observations.
::,Pre ire no :.reset answers to the questions of wnen and now to ap ly
manaement o7ti,=ns. Lacn breeding site must be considered sel,arately
with res-,ect to the problem it presents to the community.

An experienced mosquito district manager can evaluate most breeding
sites Ind recommend an optimum strategy witnin one season. Other
sites require several years to resolve all the conflicting economic,
environmental, and management problems. Only tnen can constructive
measures be taken to reduce mosquito production without creating another
set of problems.

The following projects are basically for communities that do not
have organized mosquito control districts. These communities must start
from the beginning. After the simpler breeding sites are under control,
the remaining sites will be comparable to those found in organized
districts that require long term study and management. All communities,
organized or not, can use citizen assistance in resolving the major
breeding sites. An involved, informed community tends to seek out the
optimum mix of management options.

Regardless of the type of management options exercised in a
community, the projects provide for experience in making decisions in
environmental management. Even in com.unities in wnich there is no need
for an organized program to manage mosquitoes, there still remains one
practical goal other than environmental education and recreation: vector
monitoring. The probability of a human case of encepnalitis or a dog
with heartworms is directly related to the number of carrier mosquitoes.
birds, dogs, and humans living together.

Any number of studies and recommendations can be made for mosquito
control, however, there is but one optimum mix of management options
when the time comes for community action. That mix is usually unique as
it is rare for two communities to have (or preceive to have) the same
problems even with the same species of pest mosquitoes.

Before action is take-, the nature of the problem should be fairly
evident from adult mosquito, breeding site, and human exposure surves.
Additional current monitoring is needed for proper use and timing of
snort term pesticide options.

Review each site for viable options and then group sites by similar
options. !',any sites with low productivity need no attention otner than
periodic monitoring. to not pick an opti-n and tnen try to fit it to

A cla,,,icai exar.nie 16 tne cor,--nity tnat OU7S 1 fc -er to
atne.- 1:11: -1-niuitces ra el in a cel-hrori:- cc- a

self-lefeating battle. L.nce re,i..tance to tn- ce"e
tne corrmunIty nas lit a valuable option against tne sporacic anlearance
.f _e

.,a ny of the projects snould be repeated on an annual basis.
-xl-:les are pro sects tnat col.ect qnc remove water holding rubbish acn
spring, that determine current attitudes and economics of tbe community,
t... r'' r: c....^.. -es .2reeuing n--bltit, in ..a"u ube and in tne effect
of bast control meanures. hnich are worth continuing un'ler -re.:ent

inclucin tne :orese lz,le future)?

f:



rro;e,' ,-;).1 J,--:simning .",lolic Education Leaflets (For tne Management
3f .;mall ireeding cites)

onuiar 7es=7r. for mosquito control leaflets is tne stanaard
11 inch --.a.--.e folied into tiirds. This proauces 6 panels of which 2

or 3 can be combined n a side. -Examples are included in the following
rioc4et pa-e (ii.-7ure i. A separate leaflet must be lesi7led for eacr
auiience and purnose.

1. :e,ign a front panel for ycr_ir community.

2. write a panel on your species of nuisance and vector mosquitoes.

3. Nrite a panel on their breeding places.

write, one or more panels on what the general public can do to
reduce mosquito breeding.

5. write a panel on what the general public can do for protection
from mosquito bites.

). Prepare a general public leaflet for distribution in your
community on mosquitoes, their producticn and control.

7
I Obtain a sponsor for the cost of reproducing your leaflet.

1-re:are a breeding site survey leaflet fOr distribution to home
owners instructing them where to lock for breeding sites. include a
panel for a sketched map of their property on which to draw in
breeding sites they cannot 'ontrol themselves. If assistance is
available, include a statement help is available to do the survey if
they need it.

9. P-repare a report on the number of properties that are and are not
breeding mosquitoes and on the types of sites that need community
assistance.

Projects completed:

repo:t title

(3igned)

I-it- ,I,Ina.-er, t:,acnnr, 1 71cier, mrent



Contents of pocket ra:e

1. 'Controlling :,:osquitoes at :lom4.: ana on the Farm

Montana Department of Health aria Environmental Sciences
Helena, :,lontana

2. Mosquitoes

Cooperative -Extension Service
Utah State University, Logan

3. Mosquito Control in and around Homes and Farmsteads

Cooperative Extension Service
South Dakota State University, Brookings

4. We Need YOUR Help to Control Mosquitoes

Tri-County District Health Department
Adams, Arapahoe, Douglas Counties, Colorado

5. Mosquitoes

Concession Supply Company
Toledo, Ohio

6. Mosquito Control

Cooperative.zAtension service
(ana Colorado Department of Health)
Colorado State University, Fort Collins

??..:uro . Xos:uito control 1.,!afie,-1, ...xamFles

CG



MOSQUITOES
A PUBLIC NUISANCE
A HEALTH HAZARD

Any standing water can produce
mosquitoes. in_ oximately 10
days. Check you premises, elimi
nate unnecessary tending water.
If you require assistance, call your
MOSQUITO ABATEMENT DIST.

HELP US BREAK THIS CYCLE:

EGO RAFT 11"1/11M1-

1

LARVA

PUPA

1. THE EGG is laid on water or
on damp ground where water will
later cover it.
2. THE LARVA feeds on tiny
particles of plant and animal mat
ter in the water. This stage Is

known as the "wiggler" and must
have water to live.
3. THE PUPA Is a nonfeeding
stage In 014 water dr. ,4 which
the adult mosquito devblops inside
the pupal skin. ' is known as
"tumbler."
4. THE ADULT searches for ani-

.mal blood to mature its eggs

' Several blood meals may mature
several batches of eggs Each batch
may contain 150 eggs

Concession Supply Company
Toledo, OH 43623

f;



COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY EXTENSION SERVICE

Quick Facts
Several procedures will aid in the control of

mosquitoes. including elimination of un-
necessary standing water. good water
management practices, use of organophos-
phate insecticides, emphasis on larval
control programs and elimination of
breeding Jites. and use of personal
repellents.

All insecticides are to be considered hazardous.
and directions and precautions on labels
should be read and carefully followed; all
insecticides should be stored in their
original containers, all insecticides should
be kept out of the reach of children.

Chemical control of adult mosquitoes can be
obtained by fogging. spraying or mist
blowing, dusting. ultra low-volume ground
applications. and aerial applications

Chemical control of mosquito larvae can be
done by ground or aerial applications-to
breeding areas

Mosquitoes can be a vexing and a serious problem
in Colorado In the home. about the yard and in public
parks. they can interfere with human chores and spoil
enjoyment of leisure time. When mosquitoes are
abundant. they reduce the efficiency of farm workers
Their persistent attack can cause farm animals to lose
weight. Some mosquitoes transmit diseases, such as
encephalitis

`..>

There are several methods by which mosquitoes
can be controt led I he general procedures listed below
are significant in controlling mosquitoes

Unnecessary standing water and Containers that
will hold water on the premises should be eliminated

Good water management in irrigation practices
should be exercised so AS not to contribute to the
amounts of standing water

Only properly registered insecticides. such as
Elavtex. Dibrom or Malathi on, should be used in control
programs Malathion is most readily available and the
least hazardous for individual home owners to use in
ridding their yards of adult .nosquitoes

Mosquito control

Ted Davis and
William M. Hantsbargerl/

no. 5.526

Municipal or county control programs should
emphasize larval control and the elimination of
breeding areas. Mosquito control with insecticides is
most effective and efficient when directed at the larvae
Adulticiding should be used on'y as a supportive
measure to a larval control program

Personal protection can be gained by using any of
the common commercial repellents These repellents
should be used carefully near the face They can be
applied to clothing for added protection Repellents
should be applied to children by an adult follovong the
directions ontthe label

All insecticides are to be considered as hazardous.
Directions appearing on the label should be read and
carefully followed. using caution when mixing or
spraying insecticides. After using insecticides. a
person should wash with soap and water and change
clothes as soon as possible if skin and clothing have
become contaminated. All insecticides should be stored
in their original containers and kept out of the reach of
children

Pest mosquitoes are most closely associated with
poor water management in irrigated areas. Areas Oft
retain water one week after irrigation will produce
large numbers of mosquitoes The eggs of these species
remain viable for several years in the soil As these
soils are flooded by irrigation or excessive
precipitation. the eggs hatcn.

Water management with close surveillance and
treatment of breeding habitats are essential, in
controlling these species. Sprays and granular
'insecticides are best suited for this treatment.
Insecticide restrictions listed above are applicable
here

Chemical Control of Adults
FoggingFogging will give temporary relief when

mosquito populations are intense It must be repeated
often

Dibrom 14 (Naled)e
1) Add 2 4uarts of Ortho additive (anti-sludge

agent) to empty mixing tank
2) Add 11,2 gallons i8 pounds) of naled concentrate

'and stir
31 Add fuel oil to total volume of 100 gallons and

stir for 5 minutes before usine:
Fenthion 931- (Baytex)'
t Add 3-6 pints of concentrate to 100 gallons of oil

And stir

I Ted Davis, Vector Control specialist. Colo/ado
Department of Health, and William M
Hantsharger, CSI,- extension asSorilte
professor, entomology (revised 10 1 74(

issued in furtherance of Cooperative EstenviOn Work in Agriculture and Honi Economics Acts of May II
and June 10 1914 in cooperation with the UnitedOites Doponment of Agriculture Lowell Walla DIrectOr
dt Extension Service Color do Stet* Univereity F Coffins Colorado 00523 By few and purpose tho C SU
Cooperative Estonian Sonic, h dedicated to servo itt poopa on an roust end nondltonmtnatory boils

To simplify technical terminology trade names of
products and equipment occasionally will be used
No endorsement of products named is intentied
nor di C1111c.fT implied ot prociucts not mentioned



91 Do not store the mixed material
Cythion .5% (Malathion)
1) Add 2.8 gallons of 95% cythion (4 oz/ gal

strength) or 3.2 gallons (5 oz/ gal strength) or 3 9
gallons (8 oz/ gal strength) to 100 gallons of fuel oil.+

*Strength to use dependent on Idcal
recommendations and Situations.

Spraying and mist blowing
Dibrom 8 (Mated)
1) Add one gallon to 8 gallons of water.
2) Apply at a rate of one gallon acre.
3) Rate should not exceed 0.1 pound actual naled

per acre.
Fenthion (Baytez 4 lb.)
1) Add one gallon to 40 gallons of water.
2) Apply at a rate of one gallon per acre.
3) Rate should not ez.ceed 0.1 pound actual

Fenthion per acre.
Cythion ( Malathion 57%)
1) Add 2 gallons to 98 gallons water.
Warning: All concentrations should be diluted

accordingly, if application rate cannot be controlled at
one gallon per acre. All directions arid precautions
appearing on the label of the insecticide container
should be followed carefully

DustingPremixed dusts are available for use
against adult mosquitoes All directions and
preciutions lhould be followed. Dusts of the following
insecticides are available: Carboxyl (Sevin). Dibron
(Naled). Fenthion (Baytez).

Ground ULV tt applicationSeveral machines are
manufactured and sold commercially for this kind of
application. Malathion. Dibron. Pyrethrins. Dursban
and Resmethrin (synthetic pyrethrin) are registered
for use in these machines. Each macLine must be
calibrated and used as directed by the nianufactuker
and the insecticide label.

Aerial application (conventional)
Miasma 14 (Naled
1) Add 2 to 4 quarts of (irtho additive to each 100

gallons of diesel oil to prevent the formation of sludge.
2) Add 50 to 100 ounces (1.8 to 3.1 quarts) to 100

gallons of diesel oil. (Equivalent to 0.06 to 0.1 pound
actual.) Mix thoroughly.

1) Apply at a rate of one gallon per acre.
Cythion 59% (Malathion
1) Add 2.8 gallons to 97.4 gallons of diesel oil.
2) Apply at a, rate of one gallon per acre
ventilion 9 pound/gal. (Baytax
I ) Add 2 galloni to 98 gallons of diesel oil
2) Apply at a. rate of '2 gallon per acre
Aerial appliation V++ appliationi
Dibron 14 (Naled)
I Apply at a rate of 0 5 to 1 0 fluid ounce per acre
V The 1 0-ounce rate ,s be used n areas .vith

heavy vegetation
Cythion 95% (Malathionl
1) Apply at a rate )1 3 o 8 fluid ounces per acre

2) The 8-ounce rate will provide some larval
control.

+ULV (Ultra Low Volume) technique is the
application of insecticide only, with no oils or other
carrier being r sed. It requires special equipMent ULV
sprays. with prolonged exposure. may spot some car
finishes

Chemical Control of Larvae
The chemical control of larvae (larvaciding) can be

obtained by applying by ground or aerial equipment up
to 10 quarts of formulation per acre depending upon
the concentration used. Oil or water emulsipn
formulation can be used areas with minimum
vegetative cover. Where vegetative cover is heavy,
granular formulations should be used

Organophospborus compounds, such as Dursban
and Fenthion, provide prolonged effectiveness in
contaminated water at dosages five to ten times those
listed. They can be applied to cover water surfaces in
catch basins or at a rate of 15 to 20 gallons per acre* in
open water courses. With a spreading agent at the rate
of 0.5 percent. the volume can be reduced to two to three
gallons per acre.

The following insecticides will provide chemical
control of larvae:

Insecticide Dosage (lbiacre
Abate 0.05-0 1
Altosid (Methoprene) 0 20-0.25
Dursban 0.0125-0.05
Fenthion 0.024.1
Malathion 0.20-0.5
Fuel oil 2 to 20 gal/ acre
Warning: Fuel oils should not be used where vege-

tation or crops may be damaged. Abate and Dursban are
not to be u-ed in crop or pasture areas.

Chemical Cont. i; Around Homes
Mosquito control in individual yards or premises,

especially where horses are kept. is important. Horse
trailers, stalls and barns should be treated.
Homeowners can provide some protection for
themselves and their horses by spraying. Shrubbery
and shaded areas should be treated. Sufficient water
should be added to 57 percent Cythion (Malathion) to
make the desired amount of spray.

Five tablespoons plus water to equal one gallon
of spray

Thirteen ounces plus water to equal five gallons
iprav

Two gallons plus water to equal 100 gallons of
spray

*NOTE To convert to metrics use the following
equivalents I quart 95 liter: 1 gallon r liters I

pound , 45 kilogram. 1 pint , 47 liter I ounce = 30
:nal:liters. I acre 4 hectare



LONTROLLING MOSQUITOES

AT HOME AND ON THE FARM

TO PROTECT HUMAN HEALTH,

ECONOMY. AND RECREATION
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ING ro nt 11111S rouww..

2. KEEP IAMBS CLIPPED SIDRT, 41-1DS CUT All) BMWS TRIMMED 10 PEDEN Tvf

r(VER PRovI1111 TO AMT 11TAAIIIDE S. TIfY REST IN THE St COOL, stiAnY,

Rpm) RITRIATS OWING TIE TAY.

3. KEEP WIT4INI AM) nom seRtINS IN (inT) REPAIR. A 16 x16 msw WILL *Er

OUT MOST riffs 'T. "Tan TOT-% BUT 11MR F1 SH MAY BE ffIlltD ETIR SIW1

TYPES.

Li. PFILINIs HAVINC A VARIFIY M114 IMAEDIENTS MAY BE USED RP

TI MIN NARY Ril 1E1. lit 11.5. Nu_ 11 HEALTh SERVICE AND CorniER rk mins

STATE THAT 111 Most ftftc!IVF mUrAlil 10 REPELLENT OIEMICAE Is 0IE1B1

MLUM1MU1 . RITTII (Nis WITH NIGER CCNCENTRAT IONS OF THIS CHNICAl

AFT 11f Mie.1 MU I'VE. kuci.s LABEL DIRECTIONS AND PRECAUTIONS.

5, R,F,r.ri RIP INsECI It HIS CAN BE USED FOR AULT PDSOUI ID CONTROL 141

CAN BE APPLIED 10 Mk 1 RI STING PIKES AS SiCRT TERM RESIDUAL SPRATS,

OR SPACE (011RTACT) SPRAyS CM BE DRIFTED 1140114E AREAS ON LION AIR

C1RPENTS AT DUSK E1R IY4* Tn PILL MILT MfrAIDITOES PRESENT AT ITEM

(JOVE AETNYTI BEMS CAN BI USED TO KILL FLAW; INTOS INDOORS.

INWCIICIDES MST BE Ira IN ACCORDNICE WITH LABEL ninrcruits AND

RE S TR IC1 PINS .



RULES FOR_REDUCTIONOF
MOSQUITO PRODUCTION

1. ftro4 mitre STANDING wATER ON TOR altopufre. DISCARD TIRES, CANS,

En.. WHICH HoLD MIER. CLEAN RAIN OJTTERs. CLEAN BIRD BAnts FEEKLy.

(AMINE FLOWER VASES FOR EXCiSS NAIVE.

2.
STAGNAMT POOLS OR SWAMPY PLACES SOLD BE FILLED, DRAINED, ON DEIRENDED

NIEN PRACTICAL. REMOVE DEBRIS AND FLOATING AND EMERGENT VE',EFAIIOR FRoM

WADED POOLS OR 1HDEL WHICH CANNOT HE FILLED OR nkAINED. AVOID HAVING

Swing mama MARGINSSTEEP STRAHTHT BANNS RITHoUr EMERGE/El *GI TATIoN

FROvIDE LITTLE COVER FOR MDSCUITO LARVAE.

3.
CkNAMENTAL ok SToCK WATERING PONDS LAN BE SHOCKED MI TH FISH. TWIT UR

OTHER WI FISH KEEP F'X)S FRIAR REARING MANE moSoulTOEs IF VEGETATION

IS NOT Ito DENSE. MOSQUIToFisH AND maLDFIsm ARE EFFECTIVE.

4. SURFACE IRRIGATED FIELDS WELD BE PRIDPERLy GRADED. Lo4 AREAS IN FIELDS

THAT POD HATER ARE MAJOR SOURCES oF MOSQUITO PRoDuLTIOR. OaNDING IS

ALSO thEAVORABLE FOR CROP GRPETH AND HAW/WING.

5. DD NUT OVER IRRIGATE FIELDS AND PAsILRES. USING Cmil, NECEssARY AMDUNTS

OF MIER (MIEN ADEQUATE
FERTILIZATION) INCRLASES NAY UPLIFT AND YIELD

AS WELL AS REDUCES POSQUITO PRODUCTIoN.

6. Do NOT PERMIT FIELD LATERALS AND OWNS 10 CONTAIN EXCESSIVE AMINES OF

VEGETATION. THE ON-FIELD DITCHES 9411D BE REGULARLY CLEANED AND MAIN-

TAINED VD REDUCE MOSQUITO HABITAT.

7. NEGMERED INSECTICIDES CAN It AlmtlED To muSoUTIo REARING WATER ON

YouR PpOPOTTY IF MILTED ACCORDI.G TO LABEL DIRECTIONS.

CONSULT YOUR LOCAL HOSE:TATO CONTROL
ORGANIZATION, LOCAL MEALTHEEPAR

MEAT OR Mt MaRTANA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH PM Elfmortitak. SCIEI&ES FOR

FUATL-R DITIAMTION.

IF YOU HAVE A LOCAL. MOSQUITO IMAM DISTRICT,
SUPPORT IT.

IF YOU DO NOT HAVE A MOSQUITO CONTROL DISTRICT, LOOK INTO FORMING

ONE ..THE STATE HAS ENABLING LEGISLATION.

THIS MATERIAL IS FURNISHED BY:

7
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MOSQUITOES
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MOSQUITO FACTS

only the temale mosquito bites. rhe male teens

on nectar and plant juices.

Adult flying mosquitoes do not develop in grass or

shrubbery although they frequently re..t there.

All mosquitoes must have water in which to pass

their early life stages . . . Some mosquitoes

lay their eggs on the water

surface where they hatch in
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MOSQUITO CONTROL
Mosquito Control encompasses three primary areas,

environmental manipul itioo, exclusion and direct

killing. Property owners and mosquito abatement

districts share respuivibilities in each area.

Envirommenta. manaelation:

Prevention of shallow standin4

water or otherwise altering the

breeding site so that it is

.:avorable for mosquito

producAion.

Property owners

ant orgauired

moeiitu abatement

districts share responsibility in this area.

Hu..ever, the major responsibility belongs to the

districts.

Li / ee

Ficdosion: Screening or otherwise
preventing mosquito access to
buildin and homes. This area is
the responsibility of the property
owner. Mosquito aoatement
personnel may art as technical
advisors.

Spraying

or All controlling
mo,,oltn.-s. Mosquito abatement

diitri_ts have primary

re ?,.nsihillty in this area.

Pr,.., try uWiell are asked to

Co,o_rito allowing access
to ^.r

Additional information may be obtained from your

local mosquito abatement district, health department

or agricultural extension office.

"1 CAM."
MOSOUJTO PRFVFNTION

PLE0G1-

I/We agree to promote environmentally acceptable

mosquito prevention and control by practicing and
encouraging the practice of good water management

techniques wherein irrigation waters are not applied
in excess of crop needs or the soils absorptive
capacity, ditches are maintained in good repair.
relatively weed free, so that seepage and spills

twhere mosquitoes may breed) are prevented or kept
at a minimum.

By practicing and encouraging the practice of good
land management techniques wherein the surface

topography is maintained or altered in a manner
that does nut lend itself to temporary or permanent
shallow water collections in potholes, pools,
etc. (where mosquitoes may breed) but rather
promotes adequate drainage or permanent deep water

sites with abrupt, relatively weed free, shore lines
that prevent or discourage mosquito production.

The Utah Cooperative Fxteo.ion Service,
an equal opportunity employer, provides
progra.s and servites to all person
regardless of rare, religion, sex, color
or national origin.

Issued in turtketane of Cooperative
Extension Work, Acts or May 8 and June
30, 1914, in cooperation with the U.S.
Department of Agriculture. J. Clark
Ballard, Vice Pre.idcor ano Direr tors
Extension Servi,e, Utdi State University.



Caution: LILN' Ma lathion and Sevin may spot the
finish of some cars. Remove then: from spray area or
place in garage during ti:c spraying operation. Wash
accidently exposed automobiles immediately with
water plus detergents.

CONTROLLING MOSQUITOES INDOORS
Mosquitoes in the home can be killed using any

good household spray that is sold for controlling fly-

ing insects indoors. Aerosol bombs containing Ma la
thion, Methoxychlor, DDVP (Vapona), or Syner-
gized Pyrethrins are all effective. Use these materi?'-
as directed on the label.

Another device which is very effective for use in
homy barns, poultry units, and other areas where
mosquitoes are a problem is the DDVP (Vapona)
slow reit:ale resin strip. Used as directed on the label,
hanging one standard sized strip for each 1000 cubic
feet of space. Observe all label precautions and use
only according to label instructions.

REELLANTS

For outdoor activity, repellants are probably the
best protection against mosquito bites. Repellants will
afford protection from 1 to 5 hours, depending on the
amount of perspiration, skin rubbing, temperature,
and abundance of mosquitoes. It is necessary to cover
the skin areas o be protected evenly with repellant
materials as mosquitoes are quick to find untreated
areas. Some repellants sold for direct application to
humans are Deet (diethyltoluamide), ethyl hexaned-
iol, dimethyl phthalate, and dimethyl carbate. These
materials may be purchased alone or in various mix-
tures. Applications can be made to clothing as well
as exposed skin areas. However, they should not be
used around the eyes, nose, or lips. Follow all label
directions in their use.

Use of a trade name duo not imply endunement of one product over

another.

FOLLOW ALL LABEL PRECAUTIONS WHEN USING INSECTICIDES. DO NOT APPLY INSECTI-

CIDES OVER OR NEAR STREAMS OR PONDS WHERE FISH OR OTHER WILDLIFE MIGHT BE

ENDANGERED.

4
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Mosquito Control in and Around Homes and Farmsteads
By S. N. Kaatack, Extension Enowisologist. 4m1
Wayne I.. Berndt, Extension Pesticide Spcs.iist

Mosquito control is necessary because of health,
recreational, and economic reasons. This insect has
plagued man for centuries, causing irritation and
spreading disease among both man and animals. En-
cephalitis is one of the diseases mosquitoes spread.
Annoyance by mosquitoes causes livestock to lose
weight and reduces milk production. Although other
types occur in South Dakota, the most abundant
species are Aedes vexanr, and Cidex tarsals.

UPS CYCLE AND BREEDING HAIM'S
Mosquitoes breed during the spring and summer

months in the Northern plains:The primary pre-
requisite for their reproduction is water. This insect
passes through four stages, three of which are in
water: (1) the egg; (2) the larvae or wiggletail; (3)
the pupa or tumbler; (4) the winged adult.

Female mosquitoes lay their eggs either on water,
at the edge of water or, in other cases, on dry soil
which has previously been flooded. The larvae which
emerge from the eggs are strictly aquatic and cannot
exist out of water. This stage usually lasts 10 days to 2
weeks depending on the temperature. The pupa or
tumbler stage usually lasts about 3 days depending on
existing temperatures. Length of the adult stage is
variable, with some species hibernating through the
Winter. Life span of the adult is usually 4 to 6 weeks.
Only female mosqUitoes bite and take a blood meal.
Male mosquitoes do not have mouthparts suited to
piercing, hence they are not blood suckers. They feed
on nectar and plant juices.

CONTROL ELIMINATION Of BREEDING SITES
The first and most important control efforts

should be directed toward elimination of potential
breeding sites. Mosquito eggs cannot hatch nor can
the larvae develop unless standing water is present.
Where pouible and practical:

Remove all unnecessary, temporary water contain-
US.

Flatten or dispose of tin cans, glass jars, or other
containers.
Burn or remove old tires that may collect water

*Place ti4lit o%er cisterns. cesspools. rptic
tanks, lice barrels, rain barrels, and tubs where
water is stored.
Eliminate tree holes by tilling with concrete.
Empty and wash bird baths weekly.
Check rain gutters fur standing water
Remove water from flat roofs after rainfall
r)ra:n or !ill in stagnant pools and .Liamv,
f f pools or lagoons cannot be drained or tilled. appl%
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a suitable chemical treatment for mosquito larval
control.
Examine floss er pots or planters around the prem-
ises for accumulated standing water where mos-
quitoes might breed.
Check fish bowls and aquariums periodically for
mosquito larvae.
Check around animal watering troughs on the
farmsteads for standing water.

OUTDOOR CONTROL OF ADULT MOSQUITOES
In addition to the elimination of breeding sites,

adult mosquito control may also be necessary to keep
mosquito populations below irritating levels. Even
though all breeding sites are eliminated in an area,
sonic adults will migrate in from adjacent areas.
Where adult control is desired around the home, keep
all weeds and grass cut and apply a residual spray.

Residual Sprays Recommended for Adult Mosquito
Control Outside Homes

Immo& Formulation
Malathion 2% spray dilute 50-57% emulsifi-

( Premium Grade) able concentrate 1 pan to 28 parts of
water

Or
4",, dust apply to gardens, lawns,
Hower beds, and shrubs

Carbaryl (Sevin) I lb. actual (125 lbs. 80%) wettable
powder in 100 gallons water or 2
tablespoons of 80% wettable powder
in 1 gallon of water

Thoroughly spray to the point of run-off lower
limbs of shade trees, shrubbery, flower beds, grass,
and shaded areas around buildings where mosquitoes
congregate. For best results spray in the evening
when mosquitoes are active, usually from 15 minutes
before sunset to 11A hours after sunset. Repeat appli-
cation every 7-14 days as needed.

Note: Sevin insecticide sprays may injure Boston
ivy and should not be used on this ornamental plant.
Follow all label directions when using these insecti-
cides.

For control around farmsteads, parks, golf courses,
and picni. grounds, aerial ,prays of ULV' Malathion
at t to ounces or ULV Naled (Dihrom) at I ounce
actual prr acre or Sevin applied by air at three-fourth
pound active per acre as a conventional spray are very
rtfectn. kpply directly oi.er the farmstead rid id
went land to cover a 25- to 40-acre area.

Dairy rattle cannot he sprayed directly with Mali-
thion or Sevin and should be confined to the barn
during the actual spray operation They may he turn-

,)n he treated areas attt-r ,prai :^4
" I



E INDIVIDUAL RESIDENT CAN DO MORE
0 CONTROL MOSQUITOES AROUND HIS OWN
OME TH.(4,1 ALL OTHER METHODS COM-
BINED.

PROPER MAINTENANCE of your property
is te rst Allstep. trash and

if

refuse that could contain water
should be eliminated. Gutters

i,should be cleaned to ensure proper
:drainage. The property should be

/

adequately graded and drained, to
prevent any accumulation of stag-

, nant water. Weeds should be kept
under control.

I

WHAT DU CAN DO

h fi

CHEMICAL CONTROL of mosquitoes is
safer and more effective when iine
by an individual, rather than by the
the community. A fog or mist with
a Pyrethan base should be used for
quick killing action. A water-solu-
ble malathion or sevin spray Is also
recommended for spraying around
shrubs and flowers, under eves, and
along fences and other areas where
mosquitces tend to roost. This
should be done on a weekly basis
during periods of high InfestatIon.

+Besur'tofolloledirectionson

1."1412eIT°Iiinyinec""""

AFTER YOU HAVE done all you can to
keep down the number of mosquitoes
on your property, you can protect
yourself against the ones that re-
malh by being sure your home Is ado-
qu4tely screened, by wearing protec-
titife clothing, and by using mosquito

repellent, which Is quite effective.

DO YOUR PART

HELP KEEP THE MOSQUITOES OUT

OF OUR COMMUNITIES THIS SUMMERI

TRI-COUNTY DISTRICT HEALTH DEPARTMENT

ADAMS CITY OFFICE
4301 East 72nd Avenue
Adams City, 80022
288-6816

AURORA OFFICE
Altura Plaza, Suite 309
15400 East 14th Place
Aurora, 80011
'341-9370

BRIGHTON OFFICE
1895 Egbert

Brighton, 80601

65818333.1

CASTLE ROCK PFFICE
502 Third, P, O. Box 670
Castle Rock, 80104
688-5145

ENGLEWOOD OFFICE
4857 South Broadway
Englewood, 80110
761-1340

SHERIDAN OFFICE
3265 West Glrard
Englewood, 80110
761 -0383

WEST ADAMS OFFICE
Turnpike Towers, Suite 401
7475 Dakin Street
Denys', 80221

428-8543

We Need

YOUR Help

to Control

Mosquitoes



THE MOSQUITO PROIILLM

--4V,ERYDNE_KNOWS only too well how

much discomfort a mosquito bite can

cause. This ir.itation Is produced

by a small amount of liquid that
the mosquito injects under the
skin when it bites.

ONLY FEMALE mosquitoes bite humans

and animals. Males live on plant
juices, which are also eaten by fe-

males when blood Is not available.

MOSQUITOES HAVE long been known as
carriers of diseases, such as mal-
aria, yellow fever, and encephali-

tis. Outbreaks of mosquito-borne
encephalitis have been known to

occur In Colorado. Although the
number of mosquitoes has not de-
creased significantly, much pro-
gress has been made in controlling
the diseases they carry, through
increased knowledge and effective

control of certain species.

hOW MOSQUITOES MULTIPLY HOW MOSQUITOES ARE CONTROLLED

FOUR SPECIES of mosquitoes exist In
this area of Colorado: Aedesdoutill,
Aedes nigromaculls, Aedeaimang, and
Culex tarsalls. Ali of them begin

Ige as an egg, which can often sur-
vive drying and cold, and w!lich may
Jay dormant for more than a year.

UNDER PROPER conditions, the egg hat-
ches In two or three days into a
larva, which Is aquatic, but must

breathe air. The larval stage lasts

from four to ten days, after which
the larva pupates and hatches in a
very short time into a winged adult.

MOSQUITOES CAN breed In very small

areas of water, including tin cans,
old tires, drain troughs, etc. Large

and deep bodies of water are usually
n:%good mosquito-breeding areas, be-
cause of the action of fish and waves.
Mosquito larvae cannot survive with-
out still water or protection from

vegetation.

THE MOST EFFECTIVE means of control-
ling mosquitoes Is the elimination of
breeding areas through drainage. If

this Is Impossible, oil can be ap-
plied to the surface of small, stag-
nant ponds, provided there is no dan-

ger of water pollution. The oil

blocks the air breathing tubes of the
larvae, which will die if they can-

not get air. Chemical larvicides,

such as Baytex, are also available,
but they must be used with caution,
since th.../ could have an effect

on other wildlife.

FISH THAT FEED on mosquito larvae,
such as Gambusia affins ("pot bel-
lied mlnows"), are sometimes used

In mosquito control. Other natural

enemies of mosquito larvae include
some aquatic Insects, such as dra-

gon fly larvae.

CONTROLLING ADULT mosquitoes Is muc'

more difficult than controlling ths

larvae, because they cover a much
larger area and are not water-bound.
Fogging and spraying have been used
lo large areas, but they .1;-e only

20% effective under ideal conditions,

;Arch seldom exist. This method is

undesirable in any case, because the
insecticide could have harmful effects

on humans or other animals.

ADULT MOSQUITOES have several natu-
ral enemies, including birds, bats,

and dragon flies.



.1.71t1r.: the _mount an.; oc,rdes

.a,:e an area res:idrce survey in .re :r both of toe followihi: ways
.7,dnt of 'norney, vollhteer time, e:uinme.nt on sort

t-r- I,an ir.d li.. la_n :oLd w:l is availanle:

incla.e ite-s n a Carey of 2e.,1Jents and ::uslnesoes
firs 0-eratl.hs) .roect

_se toe telecnone coo1 and local qirectories to locate and
es*imate resources available from:

a. City, County, -A-ate and Federal ,i;encies in tne area

n. mater and drainap;e districts

o. Civic service clubs

d. Farm and 3uLt,ness associations

e. educational and Youth Clubs

f. Jolunteer organizations

i-lanninF associations

:.edical and Vetrin,I, i associations

:Pcreational and .portin::: Clubs

A;-ricu.,.tural cnemical applicators (air and p-round)

lost control operators

d pall al inotitution faculty and students

ullo relations firms: newspaper, radio, :V, billboard

n. ,tner individuals or groups who may have an interest in
mosquitoes or have equipment useable for mosquito manar,ement
sucn as neavy equipment schucls and Reserve Units.

ire:are a report for your stqAy area on one or more of tne following:

a. ,re pos,ible annual rate of funding for mosquito mana7ement

Cranizations inte,-ested in mosquito control

,;'ipport from an interested person, group or firm

d. 1-er-ons intereote,1 in participating in mosquito manaement

C.

Lro

available for difticult and larr-e area control
Dtor.ti clea%inw: up ater try ;n.

1.2.
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tLe r,rlate :-everity

c e:aca-.1,n 1,a'lets
c,- AssIstance f.r _r-, ._ oner.ti
7o.. unit' resnonse %:-...:ate re;lest or contr"..1

nunllc a.-ency TI-o7ram :rivate assis-.ance
e. fully funded 7.11011c ar.er.cy

location of pro,::rar-. mana--emcr.t ,:na records center:

io1_,nteer coordinator (Fi-ure 11
r. :art-time position for community resident
c. ,;ity or county employee or official
1. or:anized mosquito district mann,i:er

.,etermine tr e duration of active program maparement:

a Mosquito season
b. -)ummer sTob

c. -chcol year
1. .7_111 year

4. .,e-.ermine 're main tynes of breedini: sites and pest s:_ecies tnat
will influence tne pro,_ram control options;

Dr

lree i .r ite 7yoe5 Pest 3.oecies

.Jpring flooding Aedes
anu sarsnes

c.

a. ',2ity sewers and drains
e. ['ree holes
f. Junk aau containers

h.

.5e r,era ns/

one to several

erepare a report on your study area relatinr what is nown of the
-- 4 factors to the resources available for your house ict, city

biock, farm, con-.unity, city, or county.

Iro:ects completed:

9t
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AMCA NEWS LETTER
AMERICAN MOSQUITO CONTROL ASSOCIATION

5545 EAST SHIELDS AVENUE. FILESNO. CA 93727 TEL 209292-5329
Publishers of MOSQUITO NEWS, MOSQUITO SYSTEMATICS, SPECIAL BULLETINS

AMCA POLICY STATEMENT ON MOSQUITO CONTROL

The following AMCA Policy Statement was adopted by the Board of Directors on
April 8, 1979 and supercedes all earlier drafts.

The American Mosquito Control Association advocates management of mosquito
populations, when and where necessary, by means of integrated programs
designed to benefit or to have minimal adverse effects on people, wi.Jlife,
and the environment. This integrated pest management policy recognizes that
mosquito populations cannot always be eliminated but often must be suppressed
to tolerable levels for the well-being of humans, dpmestic animals, and wild-
life, and that selection of scientifically sound suppression methods must be
based on consideration of what is ecologically and economically in the long-
term best intere'A of mankind. The following principles are advocated:

1. Mosquito control measures should be undertaken only when there is
adequate justification, based upon surveillance data.

2. Integrated mosquito management programs should be tailored to the
needs and requirements of the local situation. The combination of methods for
mosquito control should be chosen after careful consideration of the efficacy,
ecological effects and costs versus benefits of the various options, including
public education, legal action, natural and biological control, elimination f
breeding sources, and insecticide applications.

3. Mosquito breeding sources whether natural or created by human activity
should be altered in such a manner as to cause the least undesirable impact
on the environment.

4. Insecticides and application methods should be used in the most effi-
cient and least hazardous manner, in accordante with all applicable laws and
regulations and available scientific data. The registered label requirements
for insecticides should be followed. When choices are available among effec-
tive insecticides, those offering the least hazard to non-target organisms
should be used. Insecticides should be chosen and used in a manner that will
minimize the development of resistance in the mosquitG oopulations.

5. Personnel involved in mosquito management Programs should be properly
trained and sunervised, and certified in accordance with relevant laws and
regulations, aid should keep current with improvements in management tech-
niques through continuins education and/or training pi-,grams.

Fi.7ure

I.

AMCA Policy Statement on Vosquito Control



CHECK IIST FOR A COOPERATIVE COMMUNITY MOSQUITO REDUCTION PROGRAM

I. Mapping

A Large area program map (on one sheet) with sufficient detail to

draw in the boundaries of:

1. Protected area that area in which a Minimal mosquito
population is desired.

2. Barrier zone that area around the protected area (about
1 mile across) inwhich control operations
are carried out in normal years.

3. Outlying area major breeding areas beyond the barrier
zone and areas that are in neighboring
coatrol programs.

B. Small area control maps (one sheet per k section, 8 inches to the

half mile) on which to plot survey results and control operations.

II. Adult Survey

A. Landing rates, biting collections, and light trapping.

B. Determine: 1. Density and species of pest populations
2. Community tolerance threshold
3. Effectiveness of control operations
4. Breeding areas

III. Larval Survey (number of wigglers per dipper of water)

A. Identify actual breeding sites and plot on small area control maps.

B. Classify breeding sites for type of control and priority of control.

IV. Control Program Management

A. Coordinator of volunteers, maps, and records

8. Liaison with a state or regional mosquitc, authority.

C. Individual owners responsible for small ',reeding sites

D. Large breeding areas require:

1. Cost estimates for possible control options;

a. water management
L. drain, fill, or deepen
c. mosquito fish
d. larviciding
e. 4dulticiding

Cast :,haring of L,aLrol -1:_h ,--(rs.

3. City, county or contracted program operation.

Figure . A Community Mosquito Reduction Program Cneck List



r_ _:ul_etins and a ro ec t ,tatus :reports

henever -.nun a few heo.,le are invalied in an entervise tne
nee. :or co,rdinatin;: their efforts and f,r7aIntainlhg a history of

re .1: records, currnt, accurJte records incluuin;,
geeK,y, -ea3,,-la_ and annual sum-:-.aries. _.-,strlouti.an is by newsaaher,
:A:I:, mail bulletin board. it - =.:s and re,-ular lerartments in
ms:ait-; oullerns anu re-orts are:

Larval survey results

j. adult mosquito survey results

c. .:ontrol sug.7esti,ns for residents, farms, and businesses

d. aeather anu water conditions

e. :losTrito outl,oe. for tne next week

f. Volunteer duty assii:nments and coordination meetings

Crganizational news

h. Management decision meetings on specific sites in wnich at least
one person is present for each type of interest in the site.

1. Cans In boundaries of control areas

:,:ui,;ment needs f.,r specific pro,:ects

K. .;ontril-.,1.tions of time, equipment, space, ,upplies and funds

1 reaction i,rojects by individuals, farms, ana businesses
m. .:Gmments by a::encies: 1-..xtension 6ervice, runty Health Officer,

,tate Zntomoloist, ..,fate Health Cffice

an oy 11 inch sneer folded in half produces a for page
rulLetin. The by (?.?2 incn pares are a nice size for short articles
an; %,tice6. he two cen'er pages can also be used for a map.

-ro-ects completed:

1. rot a news item
on local mosquitoes (Signed)

Arrani-ed witn local
media for distribution
of -rosauito re-orts

P
C

new:, .tulle tin

re-urt !ate 7ana.-Pr. teacnP7. Ca n P -



rn,ct Yost:-, fsr Lar:e -rea ;,,ntrul .ptions

After a community clean U3 of da.2tile nidino. places and of
water contAinint; _,unK and utner i 3«V area Preening sites, wnat -emains
are tne larze 3r difficult Preefin,7 sites. :y7,1c:..11y there are A nu:rber
f ways to red.ce or :reient Preeain7 for eacn cite. :nere is no one
sect ti..n f,r al: sites. Tne best o'tiun for a particular site is tne
,ne tut 13 effective, is 7oliticaliy aria envir,nrrentally ossible ana
:,r wnicn e;11 pment and funds are availaple can be arranTed.

:osquito larae require calm, protected, snnllow, fish-free water.
?lc d water Ilusquito eg;:s require flood:ng: to hatch. Female moscuit,es
re:uire daytime niding places and blood to r,roouce e,:gs. Remove any of
tness factors eliminates mosquitoes. For eacn site consiaer the costs

possible op'inns including the fallowing:

1. Nate -,anazement

a. uverflood nonds early in the year and ::old tne level steady or
receaing taereafter to prevent 'egg hatcn.

n. Hold irrigatio:: water on fields for a time less than that needed
for larval development to be completed.

c. !''aintain aitches and drains to prevent breeding in vegetatiLn
the sides, in tna cotton., wnen ,ne flow is cut off, or in

so,-y areas due to leaks in the system.

fill or deepen

a. ,n entire site may be drained (or prevent water from enterin;-)
or iilied or deepened, to support fish, with clean banKs.

a. site may be deepened in one cart_. l'ne soil removed Is used as
fill in another part. one deepened part serves as a drain 'r
toe remainder. This metnod improves wildlife production by
providing a ir,reater variety of habitats in tne area.

c. An alternate use of the site may be possible wnich will perform
tne above in tne process of aevelopment (asphalt and Sa..-rete!).

osluito ,,redators

a. ITprove the site so native fish can survive.

0. Stock with mosquito fish, 3ambusia affinis. If tnis fish will
not overwinter, tne cost cf restocking must be considered.

Larvicidini-, with weekly larval counts

a. Individual site treatment by hand or ground equi,ment

area *reatment by zround aerial equipment

,r

o-,

r

a ;:,?..-,:riptIon treat7ent for 5-e,:.1 1 o.:ticcr e',ert3

lernrt n Snct ns

-f -n
affinis, releaae in s:rinR, -on:tnr.

j'A

tery:Ler, Ger, :,irer.t



most Lree,:ioj ed_xtion Land.owner

LaLa:.wners adve An obli,-ation to noe ::unlic to not let ,aJir
nryerty necome a nuisance or a source ni:sance. he puo_lc nun- an

tc io-elf alort to,e -.etnocs of mosuito control that are
rotir',n7entolly no- r.,1 And tnat will :n tae run be the 1.-?ast costly.
4-n -netno-1: nor-:ally cost a .:reat -.ore toe fir:A years to,n

,aort ter-r. o :,tions ar.o much less taerea:ter. 4nen it is in toe best
Interest )f the entire community, tne owner, to carry out an
ex::onsive permanent control operation, cost soariro7 is a possible
solutiJn for paying toe bills.

.;elect a site where water management, drain-fill-or-deepen, or fish
are considered appropriate metnoas of reducing breeding (P.

Find woo owns toe site and the land around it that may be affected
by environmental modifications carried out on tne breeding site.

3 Prepare a map of all possible affected areas. Cnersnii, maps are
available at some banks, title companies, real estate offices and
county court rouse -ecorder's offices.

4. Determine
,
wno all have an interest in the lana: owners, renters,

city, county, nignway, railroaa, potential developers, wild life
parKs service, Corr, of Engineers and other a-encies.

il'oe sore toe better, see fru below.)

i)evelob a preliminary bud:et for secific work needeu to correct one
breeding site such as:

a. cost of inst-.111o7 a new water control -ate
0. cost per foot of dra :na-e a:tch
c. cost Eier .cur for deepenin:: and floors estimated to do toe jub

o. ..,etermine tne oenefits of the oper:.tion to eaco interested party and
all rersuns living within mosquito fligot ranre (;,. to 1-5 miles).

Ass:,-,n toe cost in toe same ratio as toe benefits.

Leternine the ability of .each party to pay the above cost.

Reassi.n the cost on a most reasonable basis as of this date.
. Discuss the piin with each type of interest individually followed by

a ;_lot meeting if indicated.

steTs 2 - 10 annually until toe so..rce is controlled.

For a lae-e area, each of the above steps is a significant pros:ect
if toe r. - srds are maint.ined by a res;.onsible person or office. Torsmall r areas, to-e tnan une titer snou:i ce :-rourec. for a rroect.

:r-.) r 4 n 7



--ro:ect il--D.:,, Yor:ninT an k,r-;anizei :ontrol Dlstrict

:%e miin _:notion of a contr-;1 -iistrict mana-er used to ce the

ao,rainat ,n of ...,..trot ccarati,ns Ln1 ,f -)istrict embloye-s. :ow at is

.to nc..:otiatP la -e are oreelin_7 site reductl,n with landowners, Ilc

r,?,latio%c, and nuolio eaucatisn far th.-_ control of small breedan,a: sites.

;oorlinat_on now incluies tne control operations of individuals, farms,

ouslne-s firms, and com.unitv-sLirit,:i volunteers. :..mss is a 12 montn a

:ear ,op treatinir causes rataer tnan symptoms. Nany of tne sa,:.e

activities are involved in organizing anu in maintaining a district if

tne ii.strict management evolves from witnin tne community.

1. ;elect in interim program oo_rdinator (II-D.3)

-) (-ctain basic information by all or most ,:f the foll:wing projects:

a. Control district area (II-A.1)
b. Human attitudes toward the pest population (II-A.3)
c. .pecies of pest mosquitoes (II-B.2)
d. The size and duration of the pest population (II-E.3)
e. The relative size and locati.n of breeding sites

to the protected area (II-C.2;
f. 1otimate of community resources (I1 -D.2)

_le advice of available auinorities LI -A, _), C, and:.)

3. Develop a leaflet on the need for an organized district based on
more tin -me of the above information projects (II-D.1).

4. rrepare a s.,eacn on tne advantages of an orv^ 7Cf, '11StriCt based
,,merican Nosquito 7,ontrol Association zulletin i-4 (.._-:.

. . Hire a prof ssionally trained manager full time or snare with
another dist-rict or duties.

--. Naximize the stability and long term control options by giving the
program an independent tax base as an organized district
incorcorated under state law in states where enabling legLslatlon
nas been passed.

* Eacn step is a project in itself and often can be subdivided to
match local conditiors. The sequence is only a sump:estion.

cro:ects completed:

r,-. ,rt titlt!

l..31:-ned)

1_1', 71r.1,-r, t.'!ac:.,.r, .1.-er, :-arnt

1) ,



sticlle Applica._1.n and Equi:Jnent

rr,rs in ap reult ootn in exectei cntrol
n .afar 13 to neAitn an.; t%e alor sources )f error

Ire :111:r1-.1n ,f i. :nent to laontdin c:=liorato-n.

in:olve-, two ste-,,s:

-eterTinin.., now nucn Taterial lo le_ivere Ter In:- area (-all,;ns or
,nus _er acre or s4u,..re foot). At tl:res t:.is is converted into a

unit of time oz/min) or of distance toz/iLe;.

Loulatini; the amo,2nt of product to add to the spray tank to ootain
tne iesired rate of application of active in;redient by following
tne label directions. (Granules used for larviciding are ready to
use as 7uron_sed so no calculation is needed.)

Activities in which calibration is important are:
1. The rate of travel (Project II-D.7a)
2. Estimating the size of an area to be treated (:I--..7b)
3. :ne rate of aT,Plication by area, time, or distance (II-D.7c)
4. Simulati:n of practical application problems CII-D.7d)

a. uniform droplet size
b. unif,rm distributi.n of drop.ets and granules
c. uniform pattern and swats overlap
.supervision of contracted application
L'etecting inversion conditions (::_:-f)

record t.f tne.total amount of material used divided by tne total
area treated yielis the avera.7e rate of application and indicates if
calibration was mainta.ned. It does not provide an indication of the
uniformity of the application. A control failure can occur fl)m the
non-uniform application of the required dosage. Surviving mosquitoes
are an indication of the problem but not a confirmation.

To determine the uniformity of a treatment, the conclusion must be
based on more tnan one sample. The treatment must be divided into
severll sections or areas from which multiple samples are taxen.

:2e calibration process can be repeated several times or the
records of a number of applications averaged to estimate the true rateof ap licatin. This is the normal procedure for control operat..ons.
Toe practice nas serious limitations witn new control materials that
-lust ne ap:lied uniformily for pruper (:-Iathourn et al

-eri .s ctlipratin requir,s the use statistic'"u_tirie n,Trlin7 n-t -nl- t-
,

re1:1:111t: r inlf_r-It: : re, c n 0

to trilnin- to nr,

. . , . ,

.gain trop r., . .le .G11 i'.':

: :, .1,'1:_ :-1.:, . 1 : r-,,A n
;_-..r . -, 1--,-., - 7,n ult- 1.r.:-.0.
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Project II-D.7a Calibrating the Hate of Travel

Both, tne average rate of travel and the uniformity of the rate of travel

an be obtained by using a measured course for walking (running, bicycling)

it driving at 5 to 15 miles per hour.

'. Average rate: (as most appiicators calibrate the rate of travel)

a. Measure the distance between two reference points at least

3C seconds apart.
b. Record the times to travel the distance both ways with applicator.
c. Average the two times (feet/second or minute or meters/sec or min).

- - - - See Part III before doing the following project

2. Uniformity of rate: (and as a result, uniformity of application rate)

a. Measure the distance between two reference
points as above, or better, measure equal
distances between reference points set out on
a course with 4 or more legs over typical terrain.

b. Record the times needed to travel each leg of the course.

/K

/05 /08, / o3, o
i

/05 .14..cp.),/h.

c. Calculate the Standard Deviation (Project III-A.3a).

-53 fix- : 5 0 ; Lt. 3 1.4.<

.7%

r- 3 (.X) S 5 7,1

d. About 68% of the time the rate of travel (application rate) for a
leg of the course is expected to fall within the range of ± 1 SD

wnich is within "1 '6 of the mean.*
/06),50 /oc,x /67

- ,v

e. Calculate the Standard Error of the mean (average) and the 9596
Confidence Limits (Project III-A.3b).

SO 4.3 t 4

.515 17";77:
x _ t S r /05 Ag...

yy c51!.2 A 0)

f. About 95% of the time the average rate of travel (application rate)
for the course is expected to fall within 5 % of the mean.*

*Assuming a uniform rate o4' product discharge and distribution applicator.
Ng. Verify the above calculations.

Compare the performance of ailferent persons or of the same person at
different times (days) on the course using the research designs in Part III.

--Prue ct
III-A.40

Ill-A.4d
.II -A.1

Example Conditions
Sites and counts
it ani time blocks

Sites, time block and nerson
Site, year, and weak

Replace With
Person and times for each leg
ae won and legc
13Prscn, leg and lef sequence
Person, day_,_ and leg

Projects cimbleted:

(Slined)

report title date manager, teacher, leader, parent



Proect Estimating tne of the Area Treated

Appiicat_Dn is generally made to irregu-ar areas and often only to
Portions i)f an area that can oe measured on aerial photos or maps. Such
areas must be estimated by the applicator or the apulioator must learn to use
a uniform rate of application. A commcn means of estimating the size of an
area is to step it off prior to or during pre application. The amount of
mteria. sed diviced by tne area will yield the average application rate.

Lengtn of step: (as is generally done)

a. Step off twenty steps of the lengtn used in field work.
D. Measure the distance traveled.
c. Divide the distance traveled by the number of steps.
a. Express results as ft/step or m/step and as steps/100 ft.

See Part III before doing the following project

2. Uniformity of step: (and as a result, uniformity of application rate)

a. Set out a course as in project II-D.7a.

b. Measure the distanCraveled on each leg with 20 steps.

5 #/i0 4±1"
fi/-141-261.

c. Calculate the Standard Deviation (Project III-A.3a).

g
S5 2 / / S D :111 oc

About t;d% of the time the length covered (application rate) on a
leg of the course is expected to fall within the range of ± 1 SD
wnich is within __Lib of the mean.*

CV= =

e. Calculate the Standard Error of the mean (average) and the 95%
Confidence Limits (Project III-A.5b).

0 "it C L
S

c scr 53.4 t 2.c1,14SO 1 0'

(5 )4 .11 1 A o'W

f. About 957b of the time the average length covered (application rate)
on the course is expected to fall within :5- 16 of the mean.*

g. Verify tne above calculations. 52

* Assuming as in project II-D.7a and that the width of swath is uniform.
Under actual working conditions even greater variation can be expected than
In the examples in projects 7a, b, and c. This can be confirmed by
ca.itratihg under actual field conditions. One person times and records as
tne otner makes tne applications. Periodically the amount of product used
;1" 20.-,ctl In r:mtalms) is measured or ../eimed and recorded. .Pere

10 or a.7 fold range wran,ies (or rice).

-,
Le w) cuacare pert )rmar,cos as n pr,),e.ct ii a.)

tie it tanager, teacrer, iriaer, parent



Pro,ect Calibrating polloation Hate by Area, Time and Distance

«here tne area can be accurately meacurea, the amount of material used
iivideu cy tne area yielas tne rate of appl-cation. The rate of applicati:n
13 often easier to use wnen oasea xi time or distance, ratner tran on area,
for irregu_ar breeding sites for botn-grCuna arc aerial wont.

1. Abolioation rate of granules: (as _s generally acne)

a. Apply granules over measured course at a uniform rate of travel.
b. aeccra tne amount uiea ana the tine required.

Divide tne amount usea crtne area for lb/acre.
1. J:ilie one amount usea oy tne time for 77717cr oz/min.*
e. Divide tne amount usea by the length of the course for oz/mile.*
* For the swatn wiath, rate of travel, ana application rate :n step c.

See Part III before acing tne following project

2. Unifcrmity of application rate of granular larvicides:

a. Put out one (or more sets) of identical containers in the treatment
area sraced 1/10 the widtn of the swath including two beyond tne

Container lay out (II-D.7d, #3)

, LE ,

iao

swath limits.

;;TI. CP rn )77 IT 51 1;1 171

swath width lap

Sample four or more applications.

Record tne times required, the total amount of material usea and the
amount in each Container per arrlidation.

Divide the total surface area of a set of containers by the- -total
weight of granules trey collected In a treatment for the average
container rate (1o/acre). A' comparison with the total amount
applied to the area (lb/acre) indicates the efficiency of the
contain( s to sample the granules.

'i. Pete4ine the uniformity of application within the treatment area
using the proper research design (Project III- A.4e).

Ounces or grams of granules per container
Replication Distance from path of ao licator (s paced 1/10 of swathl_

or 7 Left side Right side
Dupiication 5&6 4&7 3 2 1 1 2 3 4&7 5&6 mean

1 32 27 37 42 3b 50 48 35 36 35 38
2 74 24 49 76 50 21 23 56 43 56 47
A

49 38 84 71 38 50 40 34 41 52 50,

4 15 30 88 100 24 82 86 70 43 56 59
5 93 =49 4d 52 46 lb 64 22 27 48 52

Sample means* 51. dd 61 tp AQ 44 52 A.:3 18 _An AQ

.),-trol- means 4c7,0 Confluence Limits = ± 4.d or 4U;40 of tne grana mean (,1.;.

ne random variation in the aprlication was so great tnere are no significant
:'fee ,,r.7,,1 ;,p'w.on 'f the means! *ere the weights morta:Ity rated, tre

range t r.i l l wculd be from l',X) to loci% with the averlge a failure.

Pro:ects completed: (Verify the A!,XVA table or do a calibration)

U-gneal
pro,-,ect -r rerdrt manager, teacher, leader, parent
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Project II-D.7d Simulating Practical Application Problems

Three factors still challenge applicator's attempts at uniform control:

1. Uniform droplet size: Droplets are typically produced by injecting

a liquid into a stream of rapidly moving air. You can use a hand spray gun_

`loaded with water and food coloring or make your own sprayer from a straw.

4At - 0
icui 4F.4,4

AA4444.4
0.1

Use good quality white paper for the target area. Measure the largest spot

and the smallest. Subtract, and divide the range into 5, or more odd-numbered

classes-of size. Cotlt the Number of drops in each size class, plot on a

chart, and determine the percent of drops in each size class. Cube the mean

diameter of each class and multiply by the number of drops in the class to

ohtain the relative volume. Again determine the percent of volume in each

class. How.many small droplets could be made from the largest droplet?

2. Uniformdistributien 'of droplets and granules: Beqause the droplets

are of different sizes they sort out as they fall. Use a grid over your,

droplet,Patterns and count the total number of droplets per trit area. Also

compare the distribution of droplets by theA size class (Figure 12).

3. Uniform pattern and swath overlap: The nozzels en spray booms are

set for an overlapping pattern. The overlap then prOdrles an even

distribution below the boom. The same idea is used by aircraft with each

swath overlapping the next._ By working an area across the wind, the drift

from one swath to the next helps insure uniform coverage. Flying across the

wind also permits a uniform ground speed.

cg41-41.

UN,P0K iv% Pr; I'°ON_
The problems of'distribution and pattern overlap are present in

calibration project II-D.7c. By adding the particles in container 6to 5 and

those in 7 to 4, the effects of overlap are simulated. Rice and 8i by 11

inch sheets of paper can be\aised indoors to simulate the distribution of

granules or droplets. The collected rice can either be weighed or just

counted and each kernel given-an arbitrary weight such as 1 gram.

Use water in a clean boom sprayer and calibrate each nozzle using the

research design in project II-D.7c (replace container with nozzle). Collect

5 one-minute samples from each nozzle.

Projects completed:

(signed)

project or report title date manager, teacher, leader, parent
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Project II-D.7e. Supervision of Contracted Application

Three areas of quality control exist when using contracted services:

1. Preparation of the contract:

a. Liability defined and insured.
b. Performance defired and related to payment, such as:

Percent rate of kill: 50 60 70 CO 90 100

Percent payment: 0* 25* 50* 75 100

* or reapplication as needed before full payment

2. Application: Amount of product reported applied to a given arm

related to:
a. Invoices or actual monitoring of loading.

b. Flagging (path) and timing of aerial applicators.

c. Miles or minutes of application at calibrated rate.

3. Control: Percent reduction related to:

a. Larval or adult surveys or to both.

b. Preselected Index sites sampled before and after application.

c. Proper data reduction method for valid conclusions.

The above quality controls involve considerable ground work to establish

the justification of treatment in the first place and to justify payment

based on treatment effects when treatment is called for. The work is

justified in that if the treatment is not needed, both money and environmental

costs are avoided. Also when the application is needed the mosquito
populatior will probably be high enough to show successful treatment when the

application is made within the limits of the label and good professional

judgement.

The monitoring of the applied product directly is possible but in

general is beyond the resources of the community with the exception of

larviciding granules.

1. Develop a contract containing performance standards.

2. Develop a sampling plan: a. to verify the necessity of an application.

b. to time the application.

c. to verify that control standards have been
met.

3. Develop an informative announcement (leaflet) for the community Licluding:

a. The need for applications and the anticipated materials to be used.

b. How treatments will be made and specifically where.

c. Approximate times of application (time of day, possible days).

d. Person to call for additional information.

Projects completed:

(sianed)

Dro,;ect or report title date manager, teacner, leader, parent
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Project II-D.7f Monitoring Weather Factors for Effective Application

Larvicides are applied by granules and large drops of about the same size

(250 microns average diameter). Adulticides are applied as 50 micron droplets

aerially and as 15 micron droplets from the ground from special ultra low

volume (ULV) nozzles.

Larviciding operations are limited by winds over 12-15 likh and air

temperatures over °F. The large particles fail readily to the target area.

The 50 micron droplets that weigh about 1/125 of a 250 micron droplet

fall slower and are subject to additional restrictions. The wind shogld be

between 3-10 mph, the air temperature below 32 °F, and nc temperature inversion.

The ground ULV'5 micron droPiet!,tihe optimum size to hit a flying

mosquito) have about 1/36 the volume of a 50 micron droplet and barely fall at

all. For proper dispersion aria residence time in the area the wind should be

between 1-3 mph, the air temperature below °F, and with an inversion.

Larviciding is done during regular work hours. Aerial ULV adulticiding

is done in early morning or late afternoon to avoid high temperatures and

inversiorib. Ground ULV is done during the time of maximum flight activity of

the pest species, usually from sunset to 2 hours after sunset when inversions

occur under clear calm akys. Failure to observe the above weather factors as

insschedUled routine adulticiding reduces the effectiveness of adulticiding

operations to public relations events.

1. TJse libra'ry references to find out the use ot dry bulb (air
temoerature), wet bulb, and blacl, bulb thermometers (both mosauitoes

and droplets respond to humidity and the radiant temperature).

2. Use references to define and describe Wind Profile, Temperature Profile or

Gradient, and Temperature Inversion within 50 ft of the ground.

3. Obtain a low speed wind gage or air meter. Always average several revAinge.

4. Detect inversion conditions by mounting 2 thermometers marked in 0.S °C at

about five feet and 15-20 feet. Allow time to stabilize.

Stability Ratio =
Top Thermometer - Bottom Thermometer x 10

5

Wind as (centimeters/second) squared

SR of 0.1 or greater = stable inversion for ground ULV

SR of -0.1 to 0.1 = neutral condition for aerial ULV

SR of -0.1 or less = unstable conditior for no ULV application

5. Use daily weather data and maps from the nearest weather station to

determine e average number of days or nights daring a month proper

conditions can be expected for adulticiding in your communAti.

6. that area c one ULV machine treat in an evening during optimum weather

conditions if traveling 10 mph with one block (264-330 it) swaths?

7. What area can a vector control aircraft treat in a day ,-11=ing ootimum

weather conditions in Aiwust traveling 150 mph with Ft swaths?

Projects completed:

project or report title

(Signed)

date manager, teacher, leader, parent

Reference: Armstrong, J. A. 1979. /osqui;;o news 39(1):10-13.

tj
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Part III. Projects on Improving the Reliability of Control Operations

The more One knows about mosquitoes, the more often the pest management

strategy will be selected. Accurate knowledge is essential. Errors in

observation and the lack of necessary observations are commonly occurring
problems. For example, one indoor pesticide was about to be removed from the

market as users complairld it did not kill mosquitoes when used as directed.

It did in the laboratory. It did not in the home. Unlike the lab mosquitoes,

the wild species had "learned" to land on areas normally not treated and to

avoid treated areas. A change on the container label of where to spray,

related t he change in mosquito behavior, returned the product to its

former effec lveness.

Not only is the mosquito an ever changing tricky pest{ -but it has an

ally 4. the random force. It is impoisible to make reliable 'predictions from

a single count or observation because of the variation produced by:..the random

force. You do not know where on the distribution of possible counts that a
single count falls.

On the other hand, the random force can be trusted to play fair, to
yield highly reproducible variations within any given set of conditicnc. The

variation the random force produces can be used as a constant, as a standard,
with which to compare the variation from assigned causes such as breeding
site reduction, pesticide application, or a change in season. The sampling
methods given in the research design projects should be made a part of all

projects that involve counting and measuring. They save time and money by

reducing errors of judgement.

Three ways of improving the reliability of control opeation data are

given. The quickest way is to use pr-per sampling and related data reduction
for the interpretation of counts and measurements.

A. Know your research design projects show you how to control the
variation in mosquito counts and measurement data and how to
draw conclusions with a reasonable degree of reliability.

B. Know your mosquito habitat productivity limitation projects includes

ways of studying the mosquitoes in your community at any time

of the year.

C. Know your mosquito behavior projects introduces you to those
imperfectly known factors to which mosquitoes react. Only

your imagination is the limit in designing experiments and

observations to aid in man's attempt to decode the microcomputer
and its inputs contained within these little flying machines.

Proper research design with statistical control of the rancor, force

nelps prevent self-deception. It provides an clo,:'ective standard of

reliability. Good research design and practical knowledge of your community

are complements, not substitutes, for one another. Each alone can lead to

..lisaster. It is a poor risk to fool yourself about Mother nature.
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Projects on Improving the Reliability of Control Operations
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Reference:

Larkin, Jill, John McDermott, Dorothea P. Simon, And Herbert A. Simon.
20 June 1930. Expert and novice performance in solving physics
problems. Science 208(4450)0535-1342.

An excellent discussion on the difference between a beginner and
an experienced manager. There appears to be no substitute for
actual experience and careful evaluation of what was learned by
that experience.
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Ill -A. Know Your Research Design for Reliable Data

Properly designed observe ons and counts not only provide reliable data

and conclusions, but also save o time and expense. Projects, III- A.4b -e show

the relationship between the parts of efficient research designs:

a. The question you want to answer.

b. How you plan to get the answer including the fixed conditions

imposed.
c. How you actually.collected the data (rarely do things go completely

as planned when making outdoor mosquito counts).

d. The calculaticd of the appropriate analysis of variance (ANOVA).

e. Drawing conclusions (answers to the question) that are consistent

with steps b, c, and d without over or under stating the facts.

Projects III-A.1-3 develop an appreciation of the variation in samples

including true-false and multiple choice tests.

Statistical tests are all designed around the null hypothesis, the idea

that nothing of any significance happend unless the variation between fixed

conditions exceeds a pre-selected limit. The limits are provided in tables

that show the amount of variation expected from the random force alone

--. without any other cause being involved. If the variation you calculate

exceeds this value in the table then something other than the random force

may have caused the difference.

When the null hypothesis is rejected and an alternate hypothesis is

accepted, something other than the random force is now assumed to have caused

the difference. That last statement sounds rather weak but is correct. The

statistical test will tell you when to look for an alternate cause, but will

not tell you what it is. The cause you have assumed, draining a breeding

site, for example, may have made a significant reduction in the counts of

mosquitoes at your light trap or it may have been the weather, the wind, a

neighboring community's spray program, or the new street light installed near

the trap. You must check these out by observation or by designing a new set

of counts.

The main first value of a statistical test is to tell you when not to

look for causes other than the random force. The tests help prevent you

being tricked into believing there is a real difference between varying

counts when in fact it is only due to the random force. Mosquito counts are

highly variable. Without a proper research design including a statistical

test, the counts can easily fool a person into believing there is a

difference when in fact there is none. Fortunately the summation of the

variation can be done with one calculation regardless of the test design.

To begin, verify the examples in the following projects. Cnce you have

some familiarity with the calculations, your judgement will develop an

appreciation of the relation between the various parts of a research design

and the part calculating the variance plays in drawing valid, reliable

conclusions. With practice in apnlying the following project researcn
designs you will be able to make your own designs and to use more rigorous

tables and suggestions from reference books in handling large data tables.
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Project III-A.1a Examining the Nature of the Random Force in T-F Tests

Each time you take a true-false test, the random force, on the average,
gives you half the answers. It will not tell you which specific ones are

correct. Only on the average, will it give you half the answers. At the same
time,itis,individually,adeceiving tease and, collectively, a reliable
standard.

Four students used coins tc: test the random force '(chance it is
sometimes called when it operates in simple cases) to pick the answers in a

twenty question test.

Question Correct Individual Answers Group Answers

Number Answer Bill Joan Ralpn Mary Pooled New Toss

1. T F F a F F

2. T F T F F F

4. T F g' E3. T & F

5. 'T 15 F F 0 0
6. T ; OD 0 im F

7. T(/ F F F 5
8. 1 F 0 ® F F

10. F T 0 (1?) 0 ,0
T

11. T F a F to
® & cif) e e12. F

03. F T ® T T

114. F TOTT T
15, T CD F F e OD

16. F TTOT T

18, F T T T T

19. F

17, F T T T T

20. F J
e 1 T o
T T T T

T:F Ratio 10:10 12:8 10:10 8:12 12:8 9:11

Number Correct 0 CD 0 0
In this example from actual coin tosses, every test question was

answered correctly,by at least one of the four student's coins.`, No student
could tell from their own answer sheet which answers were correct. The

random force is a big tease. Even when they got together and pooled their
coin results and tossed again to break ties, they neither got a better score
nor did they know the correct answers.

The random force permits making general predictions (i of the answers)

but will not tell which is the correct answer for any one auestion. It is

the nature of things that the privacy of an individual or individual event is
to be protected from predictability. To make predictions you must take

multiple count samples.

On your next true-false test use two answer sheets, one for the random
force operating on a tossed coin and one for yourself. The difference

between the two scores, doubled, is an indication of what you really know.

Project completed (Signea)

date manager, teacher, leader, parent
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Project III -A.lb The Random Force and Experimental Design or How You Look

at Things Determines What You See

The effects of the random force can also be observed in multiple choice

tests in the case where you do not know the correct answer but you do know

the incorrect answers. For each incorrect answer you identify, the odds of

guessing the right answer improve. If you can identify all incorrect options,

the remaining option must be the correct one. With 4-option questions, there

are three incorrect answers, three choices, and three degrees of freedom.

Options You Choices Degrees Odds of Improvement

Know Are Left
of Guessing the Over the

Incorrect Freedom Correct Answer Random Force

0 3 3 1/4 01%

1 2 2 , 1/3 3396

2 1 1 1/2 20006

3 0 0 1/1 400%

With a multiple choice test with fixed limits (4 options) the more

options you know are wrong, the closer you are to the truth. In the real

world,thenumber of options is usually unknown. Trying things at random is

generally not very productive.' You just learn a lot of wrong answers.

An exception is the stocking of ponds with mosquito fish. One Community

found, it impossible to predict in which ponds the fish would overwinter and

provide good, control of mosquitoes. They then stocked all ponds and let

nature, take its course. After stocking for three years the fish "reported"

three types of ponds: those they can overwinter in with good mosquito

control, those they cannot overwinter in but give good control when restocked

from the overwintering ponds, and those they cannot live in or give poor

control.

These people designed their three year experiment (control program) with

the null hypothesis (the idea that what they did would make no difference)

that the fish would not overwinter and control mosquitoes. In several ponds

the null hypothesis had to be rejected as the fish did overwinter and control

mosquitoes. The alternate hypothesis that the fish will overwinter and

control mosquitoes is now acceptable for these ponds and overwintering

conditions.

The above example is in contrast to the routine fogging done for adult

mosquitoes as the only option for control. Each application gets one no

closer to the correct answer. Even on days when a good kill occurs

breeding sites are still turning out more mosquitoes. In a few hours to a

few days, the mosquitoes are biting as usual. The applicator wants to

believe he is doing a good job even though he may not know or care to know

the real facts. The best examples of this mental trap are the people who

smoke in public. Because all seems well at the moment, does not mean they

ana those around them will escane the truth of its harmful effects.

It is fairly easy to design research to get the answers yru want, as

above for example, by using a very short observation period. Proper research

design with statistical control of random force effects helps prevent self-

deception, in believing in something,you may not know or want to know.

Defe-id the position that Jcan's coin that gave the correct answer 1 1 out

of the first 14 tosses is of greater value than the other three coins.

Project completed iSigned)
date manager, teacher, leader, parent
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Project IIIA.2 Summing Up the Variation in a Sample

One must first collect a number -of mosquitoes to identify them. So it

is with sample variation. One must first collect the variation numerically

in order to use it either for making predictions or for determining if, the

difference between samples is due to an assigned cause or is just another

result of the random force. Use either paper and pencil or a calculator.

The variation in a sample of multiple counts is descriLed as the sum (E)

of the squared deviations (d ) of each count (X) from the sample mean (T) or,

for short, as the sum of squares .(SS).

(IX)2ss. 2 d2 or SS = I (X 102 or SS =
r 2

n

Two methods of summing the variation are given as a means for you to

check your math as, you learn the one calculation that will sum the variation

for all ANOVA designs and the other projects. The following calculation

guide for tabled Ota will keep the related counts (X), rums of squares (SS)

and means (30 togefthe. The symbol means the sum of the squared deviations,

x x x
of the enclosed countlig.from their mean. Worked examples are given below

the instructions to show the comparison of the two methods.

Paper and pencil method:
0_

a. Add all the Counts and divide by the number of counts (n) to obtain the,

average or mean (2).
b. Square the difference (the deviation) between each count and the mean

and add to obtain the SUM of the squared deviations from the mean (SS).

Hand calculator method: (for large data and ANOVA tables)

a. Sum the square of each count.
b. Square the sum of all counts and divide by the number of counts.

c. Subtract the-above two quantities to obtain the sum of squares (SS).

Paper and Pencil Hand Calculator

`3,4 6

=
Ix +4 +6 +7 20

n 4 4

SS =Ld
2
= 2

2
+1

2
+1

2
+2

2
= 10

4 6 7

SS =
c'
z-X

x)2

9
16 1121

2

36 4

_A2
SS = 110 - 100 = 10

n

1. Verify that the sample of mosouito counts of 18, 7, 11, 2(1, ,n: 11 has a

SS of 366 by both methoas of calculation.

2. Sum the variation of your own data by both methods to check your math.

Project 1 completed

2

(Signed)

at manager, teE c"er, leader, parent
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Interpreting the Variation and Establishing Confidence Limits

The reliability of counts and measurements are estimated by comparing

the actual results with those expected from the random force alone. When the

two.differ significantly, the actual results are assumed to be due to some

cause, often a factor in or a fixed condition of your research design such as

collecting at different sites or using alternate methods to reduce breeding.

There are many ways of making this comparison between the effects of
essumed or assigned causes and the effects from the random force. When you

make no assumptions, the variation in a sample of multiple counts can be
summed and interpreted with the aid of the Standard Deviation of the sample

(SD) and the Standard Error of the sample mean (SE).

The Standard'Deviation (Project IIIA.3a) needs no correction as the
value is a characteristic of the variation of any sample size. The Standard

Error of the sample mean (Project IIIA.3b) is sensitive to sample size and

must oe corrected in calculating confidence limits if the number of counts

(n) is less than 30.

Correction Factor (tj for Small Sample Size

Degrees of t value for 95%

Freedom* confidence limits

1 12.7

2 4.3

3 3.2

4 2.8

5 2.6

6 2.4

. 7 2.4

8 2.3

9 2.3

10 2.2

15 ?.1

30 2.0

00 2.0

* (n 1) = Degrees of Freedom = °F

Good research design tries to reduce unnecessary variation and to obtain

representative samples. A common practice in dipping for larvae is to record

an average of several dips as the count for that site or the average of the

3 to 5 dips that contained at least one larva.

When the distribution of counts in a sample is far from a normal

distribution, all counts can be "normalized" by a mathematical transformation

as the first stet in data reducticn, before summing the variation. This

procedure is not required in these projects, however, you will find it in

some current scientific articles on mosquito populations.

Both the above "t" table and the following "F" table contain rounded

values. Por critical tests cnecx references for more accurate vall)g.e.

1 (
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Project III-A.3a Using the Standard Deviation to Interpret Sample Variation

Mosquito counts and measurementi often approach a numerical aistribution

called the normal curve. So do test grades. The curve represents a plot of

a large number of counts from one population of counts.

-2 SD

-1 SD -N
point of curve

696 of sample counts inflection = 1 SD

95% of sample counts

3 II 99

SD

( ) ( s ) ( as ) ( as ) ( xr )

The point of inflection on each side of the mean is called the Standard

Deviation (SD). About 68% of the counts will fall in this range and 95%

between twice this range. Making 100 mosquito counts, plotting them and

drawing the curve is too time consuming a way of finding the SD. An easier

way is to calculate the SD from a few samples.

a. First sum the variation (Project III-A.2).

b. *Divide the SS by the number of counts (n) less 1 to obtain the variance

or mean square (MS). (n 1 = Degrees of Freedom in your sampling = F)

n 1 ti!!31 P-Tirs 75 11"1
SS 3te

MS or variance = iths SD

c. The square root of the variance is the Standard Deviation (SD).

d. Fill in your mean and the mean + and - one and two times the Standard

Deviation below the scale line of the normal curve.

e. Plot the individual counts above the scale line by estimating locations.

Conclusions and Predictions:

a. The mean is a better estimate of the truth than each count.

b. Some 6896 of similar (future) individual counts are expected to fall

between the range of + and - 1 SD (5 to 25 mosquitoes per count).

Differences between samples can be detected by comparing their variances

as the SD and as the Coefficient of Variation (CV). The CV is a relative

variation: 100 x SD/4. Counts of large numbers of mosquitoes tend to have

large variances or SDs. The relative variances may be about equal for a

large and a small sample. If both the SD and CV differ markedly, about

double, look for aause other than the random force.

1. Verify and plot on separate normal curve scale lines these two samples:

a. Counts on a calm night:
18, 3, 11, 2Q, 14 X= 15 SD = =

b. Counts on a night with variable winds:

34, 1f 2, 33, 5 Y = 15 SD = 17.0 CV = 117%

2. Calculate the SD and plot your counts from a multiple ccunt sample.

Project 1 completed (Signed)

date manager, teacher, leader, parent
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Project III-A.3b Using the Standard Error to Est fish Confidence Limits

The means (averages) of mosouito counts and measarements approach the

norms_ curve in the same manner as individual counts (Project III-A.3a), The

distribution curve of sample means repressets a plot of a large number of

sample means. It can Le calculated from One multiple count sample.

-2 SE

-1 SE 1 SE

2 SE

(

( 3

tf ) ( is) ( 1? )
4-----corrected 9596 confidence limits ai

'3

Findin the confidence limits for your sample mean:

a. Continue from the SD in project III-A.3a.

b. Divide the SD by the square root of the number of counts to obtain the

Standard Error of the sample mean (SE).

SE =
SD 9.6-

11,3 or SE= 1/Igr TI(51 q*3 /

c. Fill in your mean and the mean + and - one and two times 'Lie Standard

Error below the scale line of the normal curve. These values are for

very large numbers of counts.

Correcting the Standard Error for small sample sizes:

a. Enter your mean, t value (from table), and your SE below:

mean t SE

( a ) - ( 2.3 ) x ( 'l3 ) = 3 = lower 95% confidence limit

( t,r ) + ( 2.1 ) x ( q.3) = 37 = upper 95% confidence limit

b. Carry out the calculations and enter the values below the scale line.

Conclusions and Predictions:

a. The corrected 9596 'eonfidence limits are as close to the truth as you can

get with these data. To get closer requires more counts (increased

sample size), or a more efficient research design which assigns part of

the variance to specific causes as in the following projects of III-A.4.

b. Some 95% of other (future) sample means would be expected to fall within

these limits if taken under the same conditions. Such means would not

be considered significantly different from this sample.

1. Verify that the counts 18, !, 11, 29, and 14 yield:

SE = 4.3 95t, Confidence Limits = 3 and 27

2. :alculate the SE and 95% Confidence Limits for your counts.

Project 1 completed Siened

2

date manager, teacher, leader, parent



III A.4 Significance Testing of Fixed Condition Effects

When fixed conditions are a part of your research designf the variation
from assumed or assigned causes and from the random force can be separated
and compared by an appropriate analysis of variance (ANOVA) ending in an F
test, a ratio of variances or mean squares (MS).

Table of Mean Square Ratios (F values) for the 95% Significance Level

Degrees of F-eedom
in tht.

Denomirator

Degrees of Freedom in the Numerator

1 2

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

0 200
18 0])

10 10

8 7

3 4 5

216 225 230

19 19 19

(2) 9 9

Q 6

7 6 5 5 5,7'4 4

4 4 4

3 3

3 3

3 3 3

5

5

10

12

15 '4

24 4

30 4

ao 4

6 12 24 OD

234 244 249 254

19 19 20 20

9 9 q 8

6 6 6 6

CD 5

4 0
4 4 4 4

4 4 4

4 4 4

4 4 4!3 3 3 3 2

4 3 3 3 2 2

4 3 3 3 2 2 2

3 3 3 3 2 2 0 2

3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2

3 3 2 2 2 2 2,,,,,-(15

Your F value is a ratio of the variance between that due to a presumed
cause and that due to the random force. When your F value exceeds the v lue
in the table, the null hypothesis (that idea that there is no difference)
be rejected. The alternate hypothesis, that there is a difference, can then
be accepted. What is the actual cause of the difference between sample means
must now be sought if it has not already been assigned, as a fixed condition
of the sampling.

Designing sampling methods that permit accurate assignment of the causes
of variation is the fun of research design. There is no substitute for
practice. Pick a design. Obtain your counts. Do the calculations.
Consider how the design could be improred. With some experience ycu will
discover the grand order and the multiple causes concealed within highly
variable data such as mosquito counts and pesticide distribution subsamples.

CAUTION: The ANOVA must be selected as part of the research design,
Oef,:re collecting the data, otherwise you can fall into the selfdeception
trap of selecting an analysis such that the data will support a preconceived
chnclusion as well as possibly making biased observatihns in the first place.
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Project III-A.4a Summing the Variation for the ANOVA Table

The symbol or calculation guide in project III-A.2 will sum the

variation for any ANOVA table if the dhta are tabled such that:

a. All counts for one site (sample) are placed in one column.

b. The counts are-entered in the sequence they were made.
F

The SS of individual counts in the data table are obtained by.the

calculation in project III-A.2 which is repeated below. For the Total SS,

include all counts in the data table.

Total SS = F R2
a X)

2

- = Total>

The SS of subtotals around the edge of the data table are obtained by

first dividing each squared subtotal by the number of counts in the subtotal.

Individual Counts

LL -L 6

3
2

= 9 (75)
2-

1125

4
2
= 16 (20)

5 (250)2.

62= 36 4

7
2
=_12

ss = 110 - llo = 10

Subtotals

(175)
2

- 4375

12

7

SS = - 5500 - 5208 = 292

Calculate the SS in the sequence given in the ANOVA table.' Subtract

where indicated in the ANOVA table to obtain the remaining SS. Do the

calculations twice as a check on your math. The within site (sample) SS can

be summed as a better check when easily determined as in project III-A.41%

1. Verify that 18, 3, 11, 29, and 14 yield a SS of 366

26, 15, 22, 36, and 26 yield a SS of 232

2. Verify the SS of the following subtotals:

44/2, 18/2, 33/2, 65/2, 40/2 yields 587

66/5, 111/5, 86/5, 118/5, 119/5 yields 432

3. After working your way through the four sample projects (III-A.4b e)

insert your own mosquito counts or calibration data (Project II-D.7) into

the factorial design with multiple interactions of three factors

(Project III-A.4f) and solve. By this point you should be aware that the

calculations take on a very repetitin.e rhythm that promotes fact accurate

work.

Project 1 completed L (Signed)

2

3

date manager, teacher, leader, parent



Project Significance Testing for One Fixed Condition Effect

Question: Is there a difference in the number of mosquitoes between two, or
more, sites? (Site is the fixed condition.)

Conditions: Seven counts using the same method are to be made at two
different sites. All other conditions are unspecified, random,
and any other causes that may influence the counts are unknown.

Data Collection: At each site the counts were made as randomly as practical
without introducing unnecessary known sources of variation. The

more representative the counts are of the area, the better the
data. All faCtors that may have influenced-the counts were noted.

Data Reduction: Table the data and carry out the indicated calculations
reviewed in projects III-A.2, 3, and 4a. Fill in the ANOVA table.

Five Minute Landing Counts ANOVA Table (completely randomized design)
Source of Degrees of Su$s of Mean

Site A Site B Total Variation Freedom Squares Square Ratio

18 26 11 988

3 15 Betwe n sites 1 2.22 292 4.2
skunk 18 Random force* 10 696 70

11 22 * or Within sites

X =

n =

29 36

lost 32

_14 26

MB*
2 = 15 25 20.8 B = oft.r ± J.). it A4 11.3 - 34.7

SE
r7

1PE = -3.-F. 41z- 7 B = 7

9% confidence limits: (10 °F)

k 7 ± t x SE)
12 A = 4,6" ± 1.3 at 3.7 ; C.9- 13 /

+1C

Conclusions and Observations:

ablea. The F value' is based on a ratio of 1/10 degrees of freedom. In the able of
F values, 5 is given for this ratio. The two means of 15 and 25 are not
significantly different as the calculated ? ratio (4.2) is less than 5.
The null hypothesis of no difference stands, must be accepted.

b. The 95% confidence limits overlap, which also\Lndicates the two samples
are drawn from the same population of mosquitq counts, a population with
a mean of 21. (Even if the confidence limits did not overlap, the F test'
takes precedence. In geroral, the test with,the largest number of
degrees of freedom take= pre,:edence.)

c. During the counting periods, the number of mosquitoes landing seemed to
be related to the amount of This possible cause of variation can
be isolated by designing a new experiment (Project III-A.4c).

To compare more sites at ore time, expand the data table by adding sites
C, D, E, etc.. summing the varipnce as above, and adjusting the degrees of
freedom in the ANOVA table. A multiple range test using the table of "q" will
give 'a better separation of multiple samples than confidence limits if needed.

1. 7erify the calculations in the example or use your own data.

2. Verify Within sites SS (b4) is the sum of SS

Project 1 completed (SiEned)

2

( 7, )

date manager, teacher, leader, parent
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Project 1II-A.4c Significance Testing for Two Fixed Condition Effects

Question: Is there a difference in the number of mosquitoes between two (or
more) sites?

Conditions: Six counts using the same method are to be made:
1. at two different sites and
2. at the same time at each site (under the same wind conditions).
All other conditions are as stated in project III-A.4b.

Data Collection: As in III-A.4b except both site and time are fixed.

Data Reduction: Table the data and carry out the indicated calculations
reviewed in projects III-A.2, 3, and 4a. Fill in the ANOVA table.
Any lost data requires discarding the entire time block.

Five Minute Landing Counts

,

1X/n
Time

Blocks
Site
A

Site

1 18 26

2 3 15

3 11 22

4 29 36

5 14 26

6 -.14, lost

1EX =

n =

= 15 25

4 2

18/2

33/2

65/2

ANOVA table (randomized block design)

Source of Degrees of
Variation Freedom

Sums of
Squares

Mean
Square Ratio

9
times 4

times (5)
sites 1

force* 4

848
587
(I61)
acis

11

147

250
2.8

52

89

Between
Within
Between
Random

0/

SE =
MS = J. 0.75"

_T

*or 11within sites - between times: 598-587 =

200 The 95% confidence limits: (4 °FM! * t x SE)

10

20

Conclusions and Observations:

A = 1.5" .t. 1.1 $ 0.75 = /s., /7./

B = 25* ± 1.11 X .0.7y 7 1 ;9 11.1

a. The F values based on ratios of 1/4 and 4/4 degrees of freedom are both
far larger than the F table values of 8 and 6. The null hypothesis of no
difference must be rejected. The two means for sites A and B are
significantly different. Why the sites are different must now be sought.

b. The 9596 confidence limits do not overlap. Each site represents a
different population of mosquito 'counts.

c. By blocking time, the variation due to wind conditions was statistically
isolated or controlled. Had this not been a part of the research design,
the results from this set of counts would have been the same as in
III-A.4b where time was at random, subject to the random force. Wind
conditions had a significant effect on the counts.

d. Two people were required to make the counts at the same time. Were the
sites different because of the mosquitoes or because of the peorle doing
the cTinting? (Pro,;ect III-A.4d)

W.r4fy calculation;, in this example or use your own data.

Project completed (Sinedi
date manager, teacher, leader, parent
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Project III-A.4d Significance Testing for Three Fixed Condition Effects

question: Is the difference between two sites due to the mosquitoes or due
to the people making the counts?

Conditions: Five counts are to be made gsing the same method:
1. at five different sites in rotation
2. by five different people (A, B, C, D, E) and

3. during the same five time periods (weather conditions).
Data Collection: As in III-A.4b except for the, fixed conditions.

Data Reduction: Table the data and carry out the indicated calculations.
If a count is missed, the entire experiment should be repeated.

Five Minute Landing Counts
Sites

4

Time
Blocks 1

IX/n

1 A 10 B 25 C 18 D 24 E 26
2 E 0 A 9 B 8 C 20 D 10

3 D 12 E 20 A 10 B 20 C 27

4 C 29 D 37 E 33 A 32 B 42

5 B 15 C 20 D 17 E 22 A 14

Ix =
n =

=

Person =
a
2 = 1 22 22.8 20

ANOVA Table (5 x 5 Latin Square design)
Source of
Variation

nal*
Between times
Within times
Between sites
Between people
Random force

Degrees of
Freedom

Sums of
Squares

Mean
Square Ratio FisnSE =

24- 2,400

1,682 The g5s confidence limits

(20) ( 718) (12 F),(1 a t x SE)

4 432 108 12.7 57 "46 , .2. x I. 3
184 46 5.4

12 102 8.5 3Z. ± .2,9 is 3

Conclusions:

a. There is a significant difference in the mosquito counts between sites
and between people based on the F testa. Those samples with overlaying
9596 confidence limits are not significantly different:

SITES PEOPLE
1 3 2 4 5 A

13 17 22 24 24 15 20 20 22 23

0-16 14-20 19-25 21-27 21-27 12-118 1.7 -23 17-23 19-25 20-26

b. Site 1 has significantly lower mosquitoe counts than sites 2, 4, and 5.
c. Person A obtained significantly fewer mosouitoes than C. Why?

d. The difference in mosquito counts between two sites may be assigned to
either mosquitoes or peop13 unless a research desion is used to control
(separate) the variation from each (including the weather in this rare).

Verify ie calculations in the example or use your own data.

Project completed (Signed)
date manager, teacher, leader, parent
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Project IIIA.4e Significance Testing Including Interaction of Factors

Question: Has reduced breeding in the main source area made a significant

reduction in biting mosquitoes in the community?'

Conditions: Three index sites were established to monitor biting mosquitoes

in the community prior to source reduction work.

Data Collection: Weekly counts were made during each biting season.

Data Reduction: Table the data and carry out the indicated calculations.

Check references for instructions for estimating missing counts.

Weekly Average Counts or Light Trap Collections

Week Site: 1 2 ,___1--- Eiwn
Blocks Year: 78 7111312IL319--------

1 26 10 t 18 10

2 10 0 8 9

3 27 12 10 10

8 9 81

7 3 37/6

7 9 75/6

4

5

45 29

14 15
33 32

7 517 14

10 12

6 9 4 3 3 2 3

'7 14 10 11 11 3 4

8 5 5 6 5 2 2

Tr
IX
n

=

Site =
2X/n =
T =

Year =
ZX/n =
7

ro 85 106 94 46 47

8 8 8 8 8 8

5.8 5.91i18.8 10.6 13.2 11.8

528

48
14

ANOVA Table (factorial design)

Source of Degrees of Sums ot, Mean F

Variation Freedom Squares\ Square Ratio Samples SE 41:17§7 11:--) t /.7
n I

Sites SE ="11272:--, IX

Years SN .1227ji; . p,9 ']

The 95% confidence limits

(35 °F), (i t 2 x SE)

to 47 \\ 4056

Between weeks 2. f 2304
,1

Within weeks (40) (1752).

Between samples 2 957 (191)* (8.4)

Between sites 2 684 342 15.1

Between years 1 120 120 5.3

Sites x years 2 153 76 3.3

Random force 35 795 22.7

* if not significant, do not make F test of partitioned MS

Conclusions:

a. There is a significant reduction in mosquitoes from 1978 to 1979.

o. The F ratio for tne interacton of sites by years indicates the re ction

has not been uniform for the three sites.

c. The 95% Confidence Limits (CL) for sample means indicate a significant

reduction only at site #1 near the managed main breeding source area.

d. The 9506 CL for nice means show site *3 having significantly fewer counts.

Verify the calculations in the example or use your own data.

Project completed (Signed)
date manager, teacher, leader, parent
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III-A.4f Expanding the Factorial Design

The factorial design is one of the most flexible and useful designs for
both outdoor data and for laboratory data. The data table can be expanded

vertical4 by adding more fixed conditions or factors and horizontally by
adding more replications and duplications of these factors. Only those
factors and interactions needed to answer your questions need be calculated.
ire remaining interactions can be ignored or their SS and °F left with the

random force, for example, between rows (weeks) is often not needed.

The community in project III-A.4e could have elected to set up index
sites in both their control area and outside the control area, a reference
area. The data table and the ANOVA table would then appear as given below.

Data Table for Mosquito Counts Partial ANOVA Table

Weeks
Area: Control Reference
Year: 1978 1979 1978 1979

2

3

4

5

b

7

8

SAMPLES

AREAS
YEARS

Source of Degrees of
Variation Freedom

"F in
F test

rt7a70 31

Between weeks 7 (7/21)

Within weeks (24)
Between samples* 3 (3/21)

Between areas 1 1/21
Between years 1 1/21
Areas x years 1 1/21

Random force 21

* or sum Areas by Years

The community could have used contro
replications (sites) in each area as they

Week Site: 1 2 _1_ 1 _a_ _2_

Table
Control Reference

1 and reference areas with three
duplicated (years) the observations.

1 XX XX XX XX XX XX
2 XX XX XX XX XX XX
3 XX XX XX XX XX XX
4 XX XX XX XX XX XX
5 XX XX XX XX XX XX
6 XX XX XX XX XX XX
7 XX XX XX XX XX XX
8 XX XX XX XX XX XX

(1ayilS4 7S 94r iris)

SAMPLES
AREAS
SITES
YEARS
Sum A by S
Sum A by Y
Cum S by Y

.1412.111,..12tA4L-211.___LiIliLI
141 4-,74 3.4+1.164 Jr.o,g,,,-F = 2

1:044 J.04*4 ItAfra 14404.4 F = 3
0.0,24, 31.11 ytm 3t o, 6.,2 F = 1

Partial ANOVA Table
Source of Degrees of F in
Variation Freedom F test

01cM;a4
Between weeks
Within weeks
Between samples*

Between areas
Between sites
Between years
Areas x sites
Areas x years
Sites x years
AxSxY

Random force

95

-1
(88)
11

77

1

2

1

2

1

2

2

(7/77)

(11/77)
1/77

2/77
1/77

2/77
1/77

2/77
2/77

* or sum Areas cy Sites by Years

SITE
YPAR
YFAR)

In general, keep your designs as simple as possiole. If you do need to

relate a large number of factors, replications, or duplications,' diagram your
data table and ANOVA table as above to account fcr all eegrees of freedom.

See project III-A.4a for project instructions.
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III-B Know Your Mosquito Habitat Productivity Limits

Each mosquito habitat has a limit from zero to some maximum number of

mosquitoes it can produce. This limit varies with weather patterns and Cle

season of the year. All habitats can be classified by the types of

mosquitoes they produce and by the regularity of that production:

a. every year
b. only on years with abnormal weather or flooding and

c. never produce pest species (there may be other species of

mosquitoes living there).

Mosquito district managers learn the location and productivity of the

main breeding sources in their districts. By proper management of water,

habitat modification, and larvaciding they can reduce production to below the

community threshold level for complaints or below the level that disease

transmission is likely to occur.

Mosquito managers rarely have the time to find out why two sites that

look very much alike will produce different numbers and at times different

species of pest mosquitoes. The number of possible factors is too large for

the time they have available.

The riddle of the "identical ponds" with different mosquito productivity

is one of the natural experiments waiting for a skilled observer to solve.

There has to be something different about them. -There are two ways of

solving the riddle: by field observation and by laboratory simulation.

Nature dictates when field observatio,; must be made. If you are not

there when an event occurs, you miss it. Laboratory simulation can start at

any time if you can provide the minimum conditions for the species to develop.

Ideally these conditions would permit rearing the species for several

generations. This is not needed if you can bring in samples from the field

as needed.

The solution to the "identical pond" riddle is important as it just may

lead to a better practical control 'ption in your community. In the process

you will learn much more about the environment and how different organisms,

both plant and animal, the weather, and soil interact to limit the production

of the peat and non -pest species.

You will need to have on hand or in the library books for the

identification of insects, birds, plants, and animals that live in the water

and on land within mosquito habitats. In this case the habitat has two

different parts: larval and adult. Any break in the life cycle such as a

lack of suitable water or of a host for a blood meal will limit the

production of mosquitoes.

Reference:

Special Aeoort: Mosquito Research. March 1980. California Agriculture,

Volume 34, Number 3. 44 pages. Single copies free. (California

AgTicuiture, 317 University Hall, 2200 University Avenue, berAeiey,

CA 94720, Telephone (415) 642-7252.)
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Project III -B.1 Mosquito Habitat Field Observations

Factors td consider in comparing two habitats:

a. Water quality: temperature, depth and variation, color, opacity, pH,
salinity, dissolved material, organic matter

b. Weather: wind direction, velocity, air temperature, relative humidity

c. Surface margin: protection, vegetation, wave action, sunlight exposure

d. Plant growth: in pond, at margin (algae to vascular plants) and on
shore (adult roosting sites)

e. Animals: in water and on shore (protozoa to mammals)
predators, parasites and competing species of mosquitoes
the animals that serve as hosts for blood meals

f. Soil: type, permeability and temperature

g. Water: source and drainage, duration

Project suggestions:

1. After locating your two "identical" sites, select the factors you can
work with. Compare each factor for the two sites. Record all
observations. Don't trust to memory.

2. Determine how small an area or volume of the site would be needed to
maintain similar conditions in a laboratory aquarium or cage. Hold part
of the larvae in an emergence trap (a container with the top and bottom
removed, pressed into the mud and covered with mesh to confine emerging
adults). Transfer-part of the larvae to an aquarium or glass jar.
Record the rate of development of the larvae, pupae, and adults and the
relative survival of each life stage. Explain the differences between
the indoor and outdoor samples.

Each explanation is a tentative hypothesis, a possible answer, to the
question raised by the difference observed. Experiments can be designed
to determine which hypotheses must be rejected and which are acceptable
using additional field collections of larvae.

3. Find the overvintering sites for your pest species that overwinter

a. as adults
b. as eggs
c. as larvae or pupae _

4. Determine the species of animals used as hosts for blood meals:

a. their number per unit area (mice per 100 ft
2

, cattle per acre)
b. the time of year available as hosts
o. the age preferred by the female mosouitc (baby birds, old frogs)

5. Find the day time adult roosting sites for your pest species.

Projects completed:

project or report title

121E.ed)

manager, teacher, leader, parent

I 1 3'
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Project III-B.2 Mosquito Habitat Laboratory Observations

Laboratory observations can be made at several levels of complexity.

1. Glass jar or pan aquarium (for collected larvae and pupae)

Dip larvae and pupae from productive sites (use a tube and suction bulb

for tree hole*6. Hold in the water in which found with about the same depth.

Include samples of other organisms living with them. Observe their

interactions after they have had time to settle down. Hold until the adults

have emerged. 'Add dechlorinated water or more pond water if needed.

2. Plastic milk carton for overwintering eggs (any time of year)

Cut all vegetation off the sample area. Cut soil samples about one inch

thick that fit in the bottom 2/3 of a gallon milk carton. Cover with about 4

inches of chlorine free water. Keep at room temperature. Remove scum as

needed or include some snails. Transfer pupae to clean water for the adults

to emerge or put sample in a colony chamber (below). Take soil samples from

areas that will be flooded in spring but only moist thereafter.

3. Colony chamber (for continuous rearing)

Factors to satisfy Simple means (Figure 13)

a. Enclosure

b. Entrance

c. Egg laying and
larval breeding sites

d. Feeding: larvae

adults

e. Adult roosting
(artifical canary grass)

f. Emergency water
for adults

g. Water level in
larval breeding site

h. Mating

Cardboard bo., with one side covered with

Saran wrap or other clear plastic

Cloth sleeve or tin can sleeve with snap cap

Plastic butter tub lined with paper towel held

in gallon jar resting on its side

Small amounts of dry grass, leaves, yeast,
crumbled dog biscuit. Light and the

avoidance of overfeeding will prevent molds.

Sugar cubekboiled raisons, host blood.
Place in chamber or on top of mesh covering

a space on the top of the chamber.

Hang a bundle of paper towel strips from the

top of the box with part of the strips
emerged in a dish of water.

A tall container of water that will evaporate

slower than other pools in the box.

Eggs laid by Aedes on moist paper towel will

hatch each time the tub is refilled.

Requires a large box, release into a small
room and then recapture, or artifical mating.

Vary conditions to match the neees of each species. Only a few have nearly

the same requirements. They will oe found living together at times. When

you have duplicated the outdoor conditions, you will have continuous rearing.

Projects completed:

(Signed)

project or replpt title date manager, teacher, leader, parent
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gallon

jar t

B.

Entire
front
of
clear
plastic

/coffee
can

coffee I

can

.12

C.

Cut the long sleeve long
enough to tie in a knot or to
secure with a rubber band.

0.

Cut the short sleeve (of
mesh) just long enough to hang
closed and then secure with the
plastic snap cap can cover.

Cut holes for jars and cans
a bit smaller than the container

land then force fit (with turning)
for a mosquito tight union.

Combine jars, cans and boxes
as needed. .Restrict ventilation
as a high relative humidity, in
relation to normal room air, is
required.

The two colony chambers
overwintered Aedes and Culiseta.
The Aedes had a new batch of
adults each month after the
almost ary egg tuo was reflooded
in the gallon jar.

Figure )3. Examples of cardboard box colony chambers and entrances.
A. Aedes colony; B. Culiseta colony; C. entrance can with long

sleeve; D. entrance can with short sleeve, secured with plastic snap cap.
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III-G. &now Your Mosquito Behavior

each mosquito has a preprogramed brain. This program is typically fixed

like tat of A hand calculator. Each mosauito's ability to learn is very

limited. Through environmental selection or laboratory selection a species

can "learn" new behavior in a few generations.

The preprogramed behavior of a species directs the adult female to
nectar And bleed feeding sites, day time roostin, sites, mating sites, and

egg laying sites. The input sensors are known to respond to temperature,
relative humidity, light (both color from UV to Infrared and brightness),

touch, taste, oder, carbon dioxide, movement, sound, wind, and acceleration

(relative wind velocity).

Decoding the program has practical implications as well as the fun of

solving the puzzle. In the field, observations can be made of the conditions
related to a particular behavior or a modification of the environment can be

made to observe for a change in behavior. The change in behavior exhibited by
mosquitoes at increasing distances up or down an arm or leg from the site of

a repellent application is a good example. Are there other ways the program

can be tricked so the mosquito will have its reproductive potential reduced,

such as, searching fcr the wrong host, in the wrong place, or laying eggs in

the wrong breeding site?

In the laboratory, well defined conditions can be set up and altered to

see the change in b havior. Since mosquitoes can sense and respond to
stimuli people cann t, great care is needed to produce valid results with

relatively simple eq pment. Larvae and pupae as well as adults exhibit

characteristic stimul responses and behavioral sequences.

A behavioral sequece is made up of the small individual steps

(separate acts or respo es) that are carried out each time the stimulus is

present. Individual ne impulses and muscle contractions to the more

easily observed movement f legs, wings, and other body parts can be

monitored. The stimulus c be either internal (hunger) or external (a

shadow). Whatever you char in the environment that produces a repetition

of a behavioral seqlience mu be the stimulus or be directly related to it.

Behavioral studies can b carried out with minimal equipment and
references when describing the behavioral sequences of your pest species.
When the time comes to explain the behavioral sequence or to control or alter

it, make use of all available r ference literature. Read it with healthy
skepticism as a source of ideas 14nd rrocedures you can check out on your

pest species.
\ ,

CAUTION: Don't overwork your ubjects. Give them time to return to

"normal" before the next test. in he field, some larvae may require up to a

half h^ur before they will return tcAactive :feer'.ing and brr-ithini7 lt the

surface. Use field observations as gUides for timing laboratory experiments.

The following projects contain li ts of behavioral sequences tnat can oe

observed in your pest species. Determ'ne the individual steps and the time

required for each. What must the mosqUito "know" and do to exnioit the

observed behavior? What would you have to tell it to do (if you were in

control) for it to exhibit-this behavior? What change in behavior occurs

when you cnange a habitat factor (Projett III-B.1)?
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ProjeCt III-C.1 Mosquito Behavior Field Observations

Behavioral sequences, niches and habitats:

Larva: How it hides, feeds, breaths, maintains station, avoids

(each instar) predators. (Determine the part of the habitat that can be

taken to the laboratory for closer study of the niche.)

Pupa: Timing of adult emergence, and as above except for feeding.

Adult: Emergence to flight, first nectar feeding,_ daytime roosting, mating,

egg laying and site selection (artifical egg stations: boxes, tires,

containers, surfaces that match or exceed standards in nature).

Host selection (baited stations for collecting)..

Flight patterns for host detection, location and approach (repellents,,

perfumes, clothing types and colors).

Flight initiation, cessation, and orientation.

(Be alert to conditions that can be simulated in the laboratory)

Each of the above behavioral sequences provides material for a study of

the mosquito's adaptation to its environment. Two behavioral sequences are

of great practical importance in mosquito management: flight activity and

egg laying. These are used as indicators of the number of mosquitoes in the

community. Properly located sites are known as Index or Reference stations

and are maintained over a period of years. Their value is that, if

representative of the community, one or two stations will provide as much

useful information as a dolbn set out completely at random.

Flight activity is usually measured by light traps, landing counts or

landing- biting counts, and baited traps. Artifical egg stations are used to

measure egg laying as an indication of the number of females that have not

only survived to feed but to also develop eggs. Much work remains in

devising egging stations that will match or exceed the attractiveness 'f

natural sites. These stations are also a supply of eggs and larvae for

laboratory studies that do not require having to enter onto private property

or other possibly hazardous areas.

1. Behavioral sequence projects: Select the behavior and then describe it

in as many steps (as fully as) possible. Relate the steps to the

environmental factors that turn the sequence on, sustain it, and turn it

off. That is, find the limits in which the behaVior occurs.

2. Index station projects: Select the type of station and then observe the

conditions under which females visit it. Observe the effects of changes

in the station such as light intensity for light traps, different types

of clothing for landing counts, or different pollutants or larval foods

in the water of egging stations.

3. Locating Index stations: Select a number of sites that may be

representative of the entire community or major parts of it. Determine

the location and now few stations are needed for establishing Index or

Reference stations in control and reference areas.

Projects completed:

(Signed)

project or' report title date manager, teacher, leader, parent

)
ti
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Project III-C.2 Mosquito Behavior Laboratory Observations

Behavioral se uences niches and stimulus res onses:

Egg: Storage time and conditions, hatching conditions, effect of freezing.

Larva and Pupa: Combinations of factors in III-B.1 and III-C.1.
Survival_rates for artifical wave action, rain, and flow.
Effects of water depth, oil, and insecticides.

Adult: Combinations of factors in III-B.1 and III-C.1 but carried out in
a contained and controlled environment.

Flight mil's, flight courses and selection or choice tests.

Laboratory study of mosquito behavior has a severe limitation that must
be kept in mind when interpreting results: With a few exceptions mosquitoes
spend nearly 10096 of their time in the outdoors under varying onditions th.t
have little relation to the uniform, and often highly polluted, indoors.

-" To begin your studies use freshly collected mosquitoes 3f the stage of
interest or the next younger stage and-hold for the desired stage. Eggs,
larvae and pupae are easy to work with. Keep them cool wnen collecting them.

Yo'. can describe ,dult mosquito behaiior by making observations in a
simple colony chamber or releasing a few in a cleared room. Light, relative
humidity and temperature are the easiest to change to observe related
behavior. Indoors, many species will demonstrate fright reactions for an
extended period. Try a screened room or large screen sided tent.

Decoding adult behavior in indoor facilities requires carefully designed
experiments and equipment. Cohsult basic references in insect behavior and
mosquito behavior.

For behavior projects, and other projects that require extensive
planning, divide the work into subprojects. The following divisions are
traditional in research work. Each builds upon the preceding project.

1. Your question, pro4::ct proposal and literature review
2. Methods and materials, equipment assembled
3. Data gathered and data reduction
4. Final report, conclusions and recommendations for further study

Further divisions are useful in assigning work to several people. The
first three subprojects can be divided into the tasks of:

a. Writing a researchable quesilon
b. Specifying ways to obtain the answer and possible answers
c. Obtaining reference information on the question and the answers
d. Specifying data or observations needed to answer the question
e. Specifying exact details of methods and materials for the

selected research design
f. Selecting the proper statistical test for the research design

Projects Completed:

(Signed)

project cr report title date manager, teacner, leader, parer.;

1 '9



Addendum

The following unit has recently been marketed by several mail order

firms. It has the power to draw mosquitoes into a collecting capsule.

The price is less than the cost of building a fan unit yourself as it

comes with a battery case and switch. Mount the collecting capsule with

two duct tape tabs. Secure the battery case with a piece of duct tape

to prevent opening during operation. This unit matches the size of the

collecting capsule. Avoid units with square housings.

Porta-ran .."
Only $32.2 II t ' .: 1

t aro v.

2 for ;6.99 %
3 for 59.99
plus postage

Available from: Nora Nelson, Dept DJ
,21 Avenue of Americas
':,,, York, :'Y 1T-11

Trade Name: Mini Fan

Sterling House, Dept PF-201
Sterling Building
Garnerville, NY 10923
Trade Name: Porta-Fan

l44 A


